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Abstract 
 
Recent years have seen considerable interest in the use of microfabricated systems in chemical 
and biological due to their significant advantages in terms of speed, analytical throughput, yield, 
unit cost, footprint, reagent requirements and control. Inevitably this has led to a growing interest 5	  
in transferring chromatographic methods to planar chip formats since techniques using high 
performance LC play such a prominent role in modern bioanalysis. In addition, the manipulation 
of multiphase (or segmented) flows within microfluidic channels has been recently investigated 
as a promising approach for large-scale experimentation in biology and chemistry. Importantly, 
flow segmentation allows for the compartmentalisation of reagent volumes ranging from a few 10	  
femtolitres to hundreds of nanolitres within a continuous and immiscible fluid, the production of 
monodisperse droplets at high frequencies, the accurate control of droplet contents and the ability 
to perform kinetic analysis with high precision. Accordingly the integration of droplet-based 
microfluidics with HPLC has the potential to dramatically reduce dispersion and minimise dead 
volume effects by using droplets to collect fractions of the column effluent. This basic progress 15	  
preserves the chemical identity of each fraction allowing further analysis downstream. 
In this work, microfluidic devices were fabricated using thermoset polyester (TPE) to operate 
under high pressure which is required for LC separation and high frequency droplet generation. 
The optical characteristics of the fabricated devices were assessed for feasibility of optical 
detections for droplets. Substrate resistance to pressure also was investigated for droplet 20	  
generation with high frequency. Lastly, droplets were generated under various conditions by 
adjusting flow-rates and the oil viscosity. Secondly LC separation columns were formed in TPE 
channels using two different column materials: particulate and polymer monolithic columns. The 
packed channels were investigated by SEM. In addition, permeability was calculated from back-
pressures measured as a function of flow-rates and compared with columns. Neurotransmitters 25	  
were separated by the columns to estimate performance. Thirdly, the both operations, LC 
separation and droplet-based microfluidics, were combined in a single planar format. Sequential 
operations of separation, compartmentalisation and concentration gradient generation were 
integrated on a single chip and characterised using confocal laser-induced fluorescence detection. 
Finally, a preliminary investigation is reported into the possibility of the indirect electrochemical 30	  
3	  
	  
detection as a universal detection that can monitor electrochemically detectable samples as well 
as non- or less-electroactive bio samples. Amino acids were separated by a commercial RP-
HPLC column and detected indirectly. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
 
In recent decades bioanalysis and biological research have emerged as key areas of 5	  
research activity and they have produced remarkable achievements, as interest in molecular life 
sciences has increased. Genomics has contributed to provide the map of the human gene system, 
aiming to provide biologists with the equivalent of chemistry’s periodic table[1, 2]. In the same 
manner proteomics has enabled deeper comprehension of the physiological and metabolic 
pathway of cells as it gives more detail pictures of cells[3]. In principle, these developments 10	  
offer new approaches to drug discovery, lead compound identification and personalised 
approaches to drug therapy[3-14]. 
Bioanalysis presents unique challenges to the analytical scientist. There are the particular 
characteristics of biological samples to consider that influence bioanalytical strategies. Firstly 
heterogeneity occurs at all length scales, even subcellular because even at the subcellular level, 15	  
there can be meaningful variations in concentration down to single molecules. The small volume 
of the compartments (cells, mitochondria, vacuoles etc.) and the high molecular weights of many 
important biological compounds can lead to significant variation in the number of molecules in 
the region of interest. Secondly the analytical concentration of the samples varies with time on 
all time scales ranging from sub millisecond for, for example neurotransmitters, to days, months 20	  
or even years for epigenetic chemical modifications. Furthermore matrix composition and 
distribution are also varying on similar length and time scales. All of these factors raise 
challenging and important questions about data interpretation and what constitutes a 
representative sample.  
A key decision that the scientist needs to take is whether to attempt the measurement in situ, ‘on 25	  
the fly’ in real time or to remove what one hopes is a representative sample and preserve it for 
more leisurely analysis under more controlled conditions. In situ measurements in the 
physiological system can be influenced by, and influence, the response to the measurement 
device or probe; for example the immune system can mount a foreign body response, fibrous 
capsule formation may seal off the measurement device, protein (and other biomolecule) 30	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deposition can impair device function and inflammatory responses may mean that the results are 
dominated by the effects of the measurement itself.  Some sort of separation of the biological 
analytes can therefore be a potentially simplifying procedure in bioanalysis. Rapid response 
times are also required in vivo due to the time varying concentration arising from continuous 
interactions in the system. In contrast, the ex situ experiment is performed after the target part or 5	  
system is isolated and, ideally preserved. Such destructive analysis necessarily limits the sample 
size. This is an important motivation for the development of miniaturised systems. Separation, 
clean-up and the preparation of, usually, a homogeneous solution greatly simplifies the chemical 
measurement step, though preserving the integrity of the sample and ensuring that analyte 
recovery is high and consistent are not trivial engineering challenges.   However, the problems of 10	  
the representative sample and the relevance to the underlying physiology remain.  The 
conventional analytical approaches of using certified reference materials or standard solutions to 
validate the analytical measurement and the individual steps cannot often be applied to the 
overall process.  Standard addition may be possible on isolated tissue, but usually cannot be 
attempted on a living organism. 15	  
Increased interest in bioanalysis has encouraged the development of miniaturised systems 
(normally based on microfluidics in micro-channels) to perform rapid measurements on minute 
chemical and biological samples in analytical chemistry. Miniaturisation holds out the prospect 
of significant advantages such as rapid analysis, high-throughput, improved yield, selectivity, 
reduced cost and reagent consumption, and also has intrinsic fundamental interest[15-20]. These 20	  
attempts at miniaturisation have usually been based on the translation of conventional analytical 
tools and processes into micro or nano-scale planar platforms made from various materials such 
as silicon and polymers. They have allowed accurate volume control and reduction of reagents 
and samples volumes from microlitre to picolitre. In bioanalysis, the ability to handle small 
sample volumes reproducibly and without significant losses is a dominant performance criterion 25	  
of any analytical method.  There are real, absolute biological limits on sample size. Furthermore, 
many important analytical targets show low abundance in circulating blood, or other readily 
accessible sampling media. For example, only 0.3mg (less than 0.005% of the necessary dose for 
1kg rat) of a metabolite of the drug-related material is collected from 80g of urine in a typical 
metabolic problem[21]. Besides, the reduced consumption of both sample and solvent enables 30	  
repetitive analyses, and this can lead to improved precision and can improve temporal resolution; 
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small sample volumes also allow the use of expensive or exotic samples, solvents or additives. 
This also has important environment advantages. Microfabrication manufacturing and design 
processes developed in the semiconductor and related industries can lead to relatively low cost 
and make miniaturisation more attractive.  
As bioanalysis has grown, it has demanded complexity and accuracy in experiments and 5	  
combination of various functions for high-throughput analysis. Such systems called micro total 
analysis system (µ-TAS) (also called Lab-on-a-chip (LOC)) can be achieved by miniaturisation 
and integration process on a single chip. Therefore µ-TAS is designed to conduct a variety of 
biochemical, genetic, proteomic or pharmacological tests in a parallel on a device. In contrast the 
robotics systems for conventional scale TAS have been reported to suffer from high costs, poor 10	  
reliability of data and uncontrolled evaporation of dispensed liquids[3] and whilst similar 
criticisms could justly be made of many micro-scale systems, microfabrication does ease 
enclosure of the entire system and enable massively parallel and rapid throughput.  Moreover as 
time elapses between collection and analysis, biosamples can degrade. Hence it is imperative to 
reduce the total analysis time and this can be addressed by miniaturisation. 15	  
Being able to repeat measurements on tiny volumes of bio-samples by µ-TAS also allows the 
possibility of quantification of the heterogeneity of biological samples. The range of variation in 
concentrations of biological samples, both in time and space may provide useful biological 
information in addition to the central value (mean or median) usually provided by conventional 
scale chemical analysis; every cell may be different and these differences may have biological 20	  
significance.  Adding this information to biological measurement absolutely requires the ability 
to get reliable measurements on a small scale and in short time.  
Separation of chemical components is an important technique in bioanalysis and sophisticated 
separation methods such as chromatography combine some aspects of sample purification with 
quantitative and qualitative analysis since migration times are characteristic and general 25	  
detectors, usually employed at the end of the separation can quantify the purified individual 
components so that more than one analyte can be identified and measured.  Scientists and 
engineers in the µ-TAS field have been aware of this fact and various investigations have been 
conducted to integrate separation functionality onto a µ-TAS device[19, 22]. The major benefits 
of miniaturisation are claimed to be lower cost and faster analysis time[19, 23, 24] though in 30	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practice this has yet to be realised in many cases and consumable costs are often lower than 
personnel costs, minimising the economic argument.  However, cheap or essentially disposable 
analytical devices do raise the possibility of point-of-care or remote measurement by non-
technical staff and this could both lower the costs of analysis and improve accessibility and 
outcomes. 5	  
Chromatography[25, 26] and electrophoresis[27] are widely used separation techniques and play 
an important role in analytical chemistry and bioanalysis[21, 28]. Liquid chromatography is the 
most popular and versatile technique in applications as diverse as  proteomics[29] and  
neurotransmitters analysis[30]. It is not limited to volatile analytes, unlike gas chromatography 
(GC) or charged analytes, unlike electrophoresis. Analytes are separated by their different 10	  
affinities to the pressure driven liquid mobile phase and stationary phase. Another popular 
separation technique, electrophoresis, generally separates charged compounds by dissimilar 
mobility in an electric field. There has been a tendency to prefer electrophoresis in LOC because 
applying a voltage is easier to engineer in a miniaturised system than pressure driven flow using 
external pumps. In this thesis, however, liquid chromatography has been studied due to its 15	  
distinctive advantages: wider choice of analytes, stability and higher popularity in practical 
separation. The electro-osmotic and electrophoretic flows underpin most analytical 
electrophoretic separations. One of the widely used EP separation is capillary zone 
electrophoresis (CZE) separation. The electro-osmotic flow (EOF) (described in detail in Section 
1.3.1) is a dominant force to cause the movement of buffer and analytes in CZE. The EOF arises 20	  
from double layer structure at the capillary surface and is therefore vulnerable to adsorption of 
trace contaminants and requires low ionic strength, both of which limit potential applications to 
biological samples.  Structure and properties of many biomolecules, particularly macromolecules 
depend on electrostatic forces and thus will be affected by ionic strength. Whilst the requirement 
of external pumping limits the field of application of miniaturised chromatography, particularly 25	  
in point-of-care applications outside of the laboratory, there is continuing research into micro-
pumping system in MEMS (microelectromechanical systems) field that is likely to overcome this 
objection in the near future[31-36] and in any case, there are advantages to miniaturisation and 
integration of functions even in a well-equipped lab. 
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Another recent motivation for developing miniaturised liquid chromatography systems is the 
recent interest in exploiting the manipulation of multiphase (or segmented) flow within 
microfluidic channels. It has been considered to be a promising route for large-scale 
experimentation in biology and chemistry[15, 37-41]. Importantly such an approach allows the 
compartmentalisation of reagent volumes ranging from a few femtolitres to hundreds of 5	  
nanolitres in a continuous immiscible fluid, the production of monodisperse droplets at kHz 
frequencies and accurate control of reaction through minimisation of dispersion[15, 40, 42]. 
Droplet based microfluidics has therefore great potential for application into LOC in analytical 
and synthetic applications. 
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop a separation system in a microfluidic channel and 10	  
then combine this with droplet-based microfluidics on a single chip for LOC application. 
 
1.2 Micro Total Analysis System (µ-TAS) 
 
µ-TAS was introduced first by Andreas Manz in 1990[43]. Microsystems have the 15	  
potential for ‘scale out’ due to low fabrication costs and this could, in principle, lead to 
massively parallel, high throughput processes. The development of µ-TAS has been accelerated 
by microfabrication technologies that were originally developed for micro- electromechanical 
systems (MEMS) and processes used for the manufacture of semiconductors. These have the 
necessary spatial resolution to realise microstructures, low costs for high volume manufacturing 20	  
and there wide availability of capital equipment[20]. The central process is the micro- or nano-
patterning using photolithography. Moreover the recent growth of biological research fields has 
brought wider application areas to µ-TAS[20]. It is undoubtedly convenient to use MEMS and 
CMOS processes in the design and manufacture of µ-TAS devices- this is ‘off the shelf’ 
manufacturing- and the adoption of such technology also holds out the possibility of 25	  
incorporation of electronic devices such as detectors (photodiodes and LEDs) and 
instrumentation and even data processing into a monolithic µTAS device which has everything 
that is required to undertake total analysis.  These manufacturing processes have been optimised 
for the electronics industry and the range of available materials was limited and often not 
compatible with either the chemistry or the biology of the biosamples. However, they have 30	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developed for many plastics and biomaterials so far then provide inspiration now for µTAS 
processing and many techniques can be and have been adapted to produce µTAS. 
1.3 Separation techniques 
 
Separation techniques have played an important role in analytical chemistry and 5	  
bioanalysis[44]. In general, identification (qualitative analysis) results as a consequence of 
differential migration rates due to the properties of the analytes, solvent, stationary phase and 
column packing materials. Quantification is achieved using the signals such as electric current, 
conductivity, refractive index or UV absorbance from detectors usually at the end of the 
separation process. Separation techniques can minimise the interference of sample matrix 10	  
mentioned in Section 1.1 and allow identification and quantification of more than one analyte.  
The most widely used separation techniques are capillary electrophoresis (CE) and high 
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). These two main techniques can be combined with 
various detection methods to provide clear identification and quantification of the separated 
compounds. 15	  
1.3.1 Capillary electrophoresis 
 
The principle of CE is shown schematically in Figure 1-1.  Two reservoirs, containing a 
buffer solution are connected with a capillary tube typically made of fused silica. An electrode is 
immersed in each reservoir and the capillary is filled with the same electrolyte buffer solution as 20	  
in the reservoirs by capillary action, pressure or siphoning. The electrodes are used to apply a 
high voltage (typically over 1 kV) between the reservoirs. Once an electric field is generated, the 
buffer solution moves through the capillary. This movement is caused by electro-osmotic flow 
(EOF). EOF depends critically on pH, ionic strength and the stability of the fixed electric charge 
at the capillary wall. A mixture of compounds requiring separation is then loaded into the 25	  
capillary normally at the anode side because EOF (the movement of cations), in general, moves 
towards the cathode in the negatively charged (SiO-) silica capillary wall. The different analytes 
with different charge density and hydrodynamic radii will migrate at different velocities along 
with EOF to the opposite reservoir through the capillary tube. Therefore the analytes are 
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separated due to their different migration times (arising from differences in their charge density 
and hydrodynamic drag) and each can be detected[21, 45-47]. 
 
Figure 1-1 CE system 
In comparison with HPLC, CE shows narrow bandwidth and higher efficiencies due to the flat 5	  
flow profile in the capillary tube. In HPLC, the mobile phase flows in the column due to an 
external pressure gradient, which leads to a parabolic velocity profile[45]. This pressure-driven 
laminar flow results in different linear velocity of analytes and, as a consequence of this, radial 
diffusion. However, as shown in Figure 1-2, the EOF in CE shows a flat flow profile like a plug 
flow and reduces the problems associated with  band broadening by  Taylor dispersion[21, 46]. 10	  
       
Figure 1-2 Velocity profiles of (a) the electro-osmotic flow in CE and (b) the hydrodynamic flow in 
HPLC. The direction and size of the arrows show the direction and magnitude of the fluid velocity. 
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1.3.2 High performance liquid chromatography 
 
Since LC separation was developed, samples have become more complex so faster 
separation and higher efficiencies were required. Therefore, high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) was first developed in the early 1960s.  Key practical improvements 5	  
arising from improved understanding of the fundamental processes were introduced by Horvath 
et al. (1967), Huber, Hulsman (1967) and Kirkland (1969)[21]. HPLC has an important role in 
routine analysis in spite of higher cost when compared to other techniques such as gas 
chromatography (GC) and CE [21, 25, 46, 48, 49] due to its versatility, reliability and the 
relatively low skill required for routine operation. After the analytical balance and pH meter, it is 10	  
the third most widely used analytical tool in the laboratory[50]. 
 
1.3.2.1 Basic principles of HPLC 
 
A schematic diagram of a HPLC system is illustrated in Figure 1-3 (a). Typically, a 15	  
HPLC system consists of five main components: (i) a high pressure pump (ii) sample injector 
(iii) a column densely packed with stationary phase absorbed or covalently bonded to spherical 
silica particles (iv) detector, and (v) data acquisition system. Requirements and typical 
technology for each of these components are described in Section 1.4 (detection) and 4.3.1.1 
(packing materials). The mobile phase is forced to flow through a column by a high pressure 20	  
pump and sample analytes that are injected into the mobile phase interact with the stationary 
phase. Since the different chemicals in the mixture have different interaction strength (see Table 
1-1) with the stationary phase, they travel through the column at different speeds and reach the 
detector at different times. The analytes therefore show different elution times due to the 
different interaction forces with the stationary phase and the mobile phase, as shown Figure 1-3 25	  
(b). Though elution times are the usual analytical parameter, the underlying phenomenon which 
is exploited for analysis is the differential migration rates of different sample components arising 
from the differential partitioning of analytes between the stationary and mobile phases. 
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Figure 1-3 a schematic diagram of (a) a HPLC system and (b) principle of separation in column 
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The interactions of the analytes with the mobile phase and stationary phase is the major principle 
of separation and has the greatest influence on the efficiency of a HPLC system. These are five 
elementary interaction forces which listed in Table 1-1. In terms of the relative strength of the 
intermolecular forces, hydrogen bonding has the strongest dissociation energy (12-16 kcal/mol), 
whilst the dipole-dipole and Van der Waals forces have 0.5-2 and 0-1 kcal/mol respectively[51]. 5	  
For comparison, the covalent bonding shows much higher energy, typically 400 kcal/mol[51].  
The forces increases as the distance (r) between two molecules decreases, for example, Van der 
Waals and dipole-dipole forces are proportional to 1/r6[52] and electrostatic force is proportional 
to 1/r2 [53]. However there is a critical distance (r0) where two molecules are in equivalent status 
between attraction and repulsion forces. 10	  
 
 Force Details 
Interaction 
for 
separation 
Van der Waals Non-polar forces between molecules causing momentary 
distortion of their electrostatic configuration. 
Dipole-dipole 
Interactions between molecules when the electron cloud 
is distorted, resulting in electrostatic attraction between 
molecules. 
Hydrogen bonding Between proton donors and proton acceptors. 
Dielectric Resulting from electrostatic attraction between the solute 
molecules and a solvent of high dielectric constant. 
Electrostatic Ion-ion and ion-dipole. 
 
Table 1-1 Molecular forces resulting in an interaction for separation (Reproduced from [21]) 
 
 15	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1.3.2.2 Characteristics of HPLC separation 
 
HPLC performance is quantified by plotting the response signals from a detector as 
function of time. A typical simplified chromatographic plot is shown in Figure 1-4. 
 5	  
Figure 1-4 Detector responses to analytes as function of time in a typical chromatogram 
 
A small peak and two large peaks are shown in the figure. The key parameters are t0, tR1 and tR2. 
These three values are known as the retention times, i.e. the time taken to travel from the injector 
to the detector. The small peak (t0) is the response of the unretained analyte, flowing through the 10	  
column at the same velocity as the mobile phase. In contrast, the other large peaks (tR1 and tR2) 
represent analytes retained to some extent due to interactions with the stationary phase. The 
retention of peaks can be changed by stationary phase composition, column length, and mobile 
phase flow rate and composition. W represents the peak width at baseline that is the separation at 
the baseline of two tangents extrapolated from the point of inflexion. However as it may be 15	  
harder to quantify on real data, it is more accurate to measure W1/2 which is the peak width of the 
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approximately Gaussian peaks at half their height.  Conventionally, chromatographic separations 
are described in terms of several parameters, or figures of merit, that are derived from the 
position and width and separations of the peaks. These are considered in more detail below: 
The capacity factor (k’) (also known as separation factor), given by 
0
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t
ttk R −=                                                                              (1.1) 5	  
Too low k’ can result in inadequate separation and too high k’ can cause very long analysis time.  
Target values for method development are between 1 and 10 in HPLC, ideally around 4-5. The 
separation of two analytes that have different retention times can be described with selectivity 
factor (α) which is the ratio of the k’ values, as 
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How well the peaks are separated is represented by the resolution (Rs), given by  
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When Rs is 1.5, two peaks are resolved to the baseline. Therefore the separation becomes clearer 
as Rs approaches 1.5.  
The plate number N and plate height H (or height equivalent of the theoretical plate) are used to 15	  
compare the efficiency of different columns.  These quantities were originally developed to 
describe fractional distillation (where the plates are real), and were first applied to gas 
chromatography and then, by extension to liquid chromatography.  The factors are defined by 
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where L is column length. The higher N is, the better the column efficiency. Obviously, 
increasing the length of the column can result in higher separation performance based on 
Equation (1.5). However, it is not the best way practically due to the increased analysis times and 
increased dispersion of analytes in the column. The problems caused by dispersion will be more 
serious in a wider column so decreasing the column diameter can improve efficiency. It is known 5	  
that the column efficiency increases with decreasing packing particle size and this variable has 
been the major focus  as a  practical strategy to achieve high N and low H[25]. Typical column 
efficiencies of 50000 plates m-1 can be  obtained by a commercially available  reverse phased LC 
columns packed by bonded silica particles[25]. Reverse phased (RP, so called for historical 
reasons) LC column is the most widely used column where the stationary phase is less polar than 10	  
the mobile phase. It will be described in more detail in section 4.2.1 and 4.3.1.1. 
Rearrangement of equations (1.2, 1. 3 and 1.4) allows Rs to be calculated from k’ and theoretical 
plate number N: 
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where k is the average of the capacity factors and N is the average plate number. It shows the 
dependence of resolution on selectivity, capacity factor and plate number for two peaks and is 
the key equation used for optimising resolution in chromatography. Equation (1.6) also shows 
three conditions for an acceptable resolution. 
a) The selectivity factor α should be over 1 (α > 1) 20	  
b) The average capacity factor should be over 0 ( k = 1~10) 
c) The column should have certain average plate number. 
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1.3.2.3 Band broadening and optimisation of the column performance 
 
As an analyte travels thorough a column, flow dispersion occurs and results in the band 
(peak) broadening, which means lower resolution and worse separation performance. There are 
three mechanisms of the band dispersion: eddy diffusion, longitudinal diffusion and mass 5	  
transfer [21, 25]. Eddy diffusion is caused by different length flow paths due to the variable sizes 
and shapes of the stationary phase particles as well as imperfect packing. Although two 
molecules start at the same time and place in the column with the same speed, the different flow 
paths lead to different times for analytes to escape the column, even though they are the same 
molecules. The linear velocity in the narrower gaps between particles is faster than in the wider 10	  
gaps. Even in the single path between particles, the stream on the surface is slower than 
midstream. This phenomenon of eddy diffusion is illustrated schematically in Figure 1-5 (a).  
Packing a column with small (3 – 5 µm) and fine particles with low dispersity and using a slow 
flow rate can reduce the impact of eddy diffusion. Longitudinal diffusion is diffusion of solute 
along the axis of the column. However because of much slower diffusion rates in liquid than in 15	  
gases, this effect is less marked in HPLC than in GC. A rapid flow is the proper solution to 
decrease it. The mass transfer term describes partitioning of the molecules between the mobile 
and the stationary phase. While analytes are moving along with the mobile phase through the 
stationary phase, some of them take longer time to interact with the porous sites and regions as 
they move from the mobile phase, as shown in cartoon form in Figure 1-5 (b). Some molecules 20	  
are even trapped in the pores with stagnant mobile phase. As a result of differing rate of 
movement of the molecules into and out of the stationary phase, dispersion of analytes occurs. 
These effects can be reduced by decreasing the size of particles, using superficially porous 
structures or slower flow rates. 
Whilst a high flow rate is required to decrease longitudinal diffusion, a low flow rate is necessary 25	  
to minimise dispersion arising from eddy diffusion and mass transfer. Hence the flow rate needs 
to be optimised to increase performance. A Van Deemter plot , shown schematically in Figure 1-
6, shows how plate height varies with flow. 
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Figure 1-5 The mechanism of band broadening (a) eddy diffusion (b) mass transfer diffusion. 
 
The Van Deemter plot can be represented by the following simplified equation  
x
x
Cu
u
BAH ++≈                                                                    (1.8) 5	  
where the plate height is H and the linear flow rate is ux with the sum of the various band 
spreading mechanisms; a flow dispersion term A which is affected by eddy diffusion, the 
longitudinal diffusion term B and a mass transfer term C. These two terms scale in the opposite 
sense with velocity u leading to the optimisiation.  As it is known from Figure 1-6 and Equation 
(1.8), the minimum plate height can be achieved at the flow rate uxb. The optimum velocity uxb 10	  
can be expressed with the equation uxb=(B/ C)1/2 by differentiating with respect to velocity ux, 
setting the resulting expression equal to zero. 
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Figure 1-6 Van Deemter plot and the three band spreading mechanisms (Reproduced from [21]) 
 
1.3.3 The relation between HPLC and the other separation techniques (CE, GC) 
 5	  
Despite the improvement and development in CE technology and the apparent benefits 
described above, HPLC has been widely used because of wide variety of selective interactions 
[21, 46]. Moreover, while CE occurs in a single phase (liquid - the electrolyte buffer), two phases 
of HPLC (the solid stationary phase and liquid mobile phase) can provide more complex and 
various interactions and can therefore be applied to a wider variety of samples. CE also needs 10	  
additional process steps such as using surfactants (micellar electrokinetic capillary 
electrophoresis MEKC) to separate neutral analytes.  GC is also limited in its range of analytes. 
There are fewer interactions since there is only one phase to interact with the sample molecules; 
the requirement of volatility without decomposition is the major restriction and this places a limit 
on molecular mass. Derivatisation can increase sample volatility but this additional process step 15	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also introduces additional uncertainty and losses.  Approximately 20 % of chemicals are 
amenable to GC analysis without sample derivatisation[21, 25]. 
In conclusion, it is difficult to determine which technique is better in every circumstance because 
each has particular advantages and disadvantages. The techniques are complementary, for 
instance, HPLC shows better efficiencies with small molecule separation such as amino acids 5	  
and peptides, whereas CE is more efficient for large molecule separation such as proteins[54] 
and GC is often faster and more sensitive[25]. 
 
1.4 Detection techniques 
 10	  
D
et
e
ct
o
rs 
Type Name Principles 
Optical 
detection 
UV absorption 
Absorption of light at one or more wavelengths and 
bandwidth by the analytes 
Fluorescence 
Light energy emission cause by excited electrons during 
returning to the ground state 
Physical 
detection 
Mass 
spectrometry 
Measurement of mass-to-charge ratios of ionizing 
chemical compounds to generate charged molecules or 
molecule fragments 
Electro-
chemical 
detection 
Conductivity 
Measurement of the conductance (1/resistance) of the 
eluate 
Amperometric 
Measurement of current under constant potential in the 
eluate leading to the oxidation or reduction of solutes 
 
Table 1-2 Classification and principles of detection techniques 
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The detection system is an essential component for recording and monitoring the analytes 
as they emerge from the column. The properties of the components in the mixture are analysed 
based on the electrical signals coming from the detectors. Chemical concentrations are 
transduced to an electrical signal, typically, voltage due to its ease of amplification, filtering, and 
conversion to a digital signal. Obviously, there are no data without a detector in chromatography. 5	  
Many kinds of detectors are associated with HPLC and CE. The major types and the principles 
of their operation are presented in Table 1-2. 
All of the detectors in the table are used widely and chosen according to the species of analytes 
to be detected. However they each have their own drawbacks. One principle to consider is 
general versus selective detection. In many cases a general detector is preferable, which should 10	  
show the same concentration response to all of the analytes as they emerge (without, of course 
having a background signal due to the mobile phase). However, for complex samples, such as 
environmental samples and poorly characterised biological specimens, in the situation where 
only one or two analytes are sought, selective detection (where the detector only responds to the 
analytes of interest) offers some advantages.  In that case, the actual quality of the separation 15	  
does not need to be so good.  In gas chromatography, examples of both types of detector exist: 
flame ionisation detectors respond to almost everything with one or more carbon atoms whereas 
electron capture detectors are much more selective, responding only to halogen containing 
molecules and aromatics.  These latter detectors therefore show great advantage in detecting, for 
instance, very low levels of CFCs in environmental specimens where there may be many 20	  
thousands of distinct analytes whose concentrations can vary over many orders of magnitude.  
Whilst mass spectrometer is the only really general detector for liquid chromatography, 
sensitivities vary enormously for different molecules and there is no real equivalent to the 
generally applicable FID used in GC. 
UV detection shows lack of sensitivity and selectivity for monoamines and some amino 25	  
acids[55]. In case of the fluorescence detectors, some difficulties have been reported when 
analysing monoamine neurotransmitters in biological fluids containing complex mixtures 
because of the similar electrophoretic behaviour of these compounds[56]. Electrochemical 
detection (ECD) is limited by poor reproducibility that results from the hysteretic degradation of 
the electrode[57]. While mass spectrometry (MS) shows higher sensitivity compared to the other 30	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detection techniques and flexible operation as a universal or a highly selective detector, the high 
cost is a serious disadvantage[25]. In this section, the detection systems used in this study will be 
described, which are ECD, UV/Visible absorbance detection and laser induced fluorescence 
(LIF) detection. 
 5	  
1.4.1 Electrochemical detection (ECD) 
 
In ECD, the chemical signal from analytes or solutions is converted to an electronic 
signal simply by electrolysis. Selectivity is directly controlled by adjusting voltages on the 
electrodes. Therefore it is suggested as a suitable method for lab-on-a-chip because of simple 10	  
instrumentation and relative ease fabrication of electrodes in microfluidic devices[58, 59]. 
 
1.4.1.1 Principles of electrochemical detection 
 
 15	  
Figure 1-7 Simplified scheme of electron transfer at an electrode (Reproduced from [60]) 
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Whilst conduction detectors and potentiometric devices (very rarely encountered in 
chromatography) also fall under the general heading of electrochemical detection, here I refer 
specifically to voltammetric and amperometric devices. ECD measures the current arising from 
the reduction, or more typically oxidation of solutes. Electron transfer occurs at the surface of the 
electrode at a particular voltage related to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and 5	  
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies  and solvent reorganisation energies 
for oxidation and reduction respectively.  The reaction is typically described as follows: 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒! ⇄   𝑅                                                         (1.9) 
As shown in Equation 1.9, electron transfer takes place on the surface of electrode between the 
species in solution and the conduction band of the electrode. The electron movement results in 10	  
electron flow that is measured as a current in the external circuit. Then it reaches the counter 
electrode in the electrolyte and is transferred to other molecules, such as solvent, causing 
reduction. ECD reads the flow of electrons as current, and is output as an electric signal.  Since 
electrons are one of the reagents in the electrode reaction, the rate of charge transfer, the current, 
scales exactly with the rate of the electrode reaction.  15	  
Figure 1-7 shows the simplified electron transfer reaction on the surface of electrode. O(∞) and 
O(s) are the substrate in the bulk and at the electrode surface respectively. R(∞) and R(s) are the 
reduced substrate at those locations. More usually, the real scheme is much more complicated 
and may involve homogeneous reactions, such as protonation or deprotonation of either reactant 
or product or both, adsorption and the formation of new phases and other steps.  The 20	  
electroactive molecule O(∞) approaches from bulk solution to the electrode surface by diffusion, 
following Fick’s first Law. The flux of molecules can be related to the measured current by 𝐽 = !!"# = !!"                                                                 (1.10) 
where j is the current density (A cm-2), n is the number of electrons transferred, F is Faraday’s 
constant (96485.3 C mol-1) which scales molecular units to electrician’s units. J is the diffusive 25	  
flux (mol cm-2 s-1) and A is the area of the electrode (cm2) 
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It can be extended by the Nernst-Planck equation to describe the effect of the electric field on 
the flux of ions, which is expressed as 𝐽! 𝑥 = −𝐷! !!! !!" − !!!!" 𝐷!𝐶! !!! !!" + 𝐶!𝜈(𝑥)                      (1.11) 
where J0(x) is the flux of species O (mol cm-2 s-1) at distance x from the surface, 
D0 is the diffusion coefficient (cm-2 s-1), 5	  
∂C0 (x)/∂x is the concentration gradient at distance x, 
∂φ0 (x)/∂x is the potential gradient, 
Z0 is the charge (dimensionless) of species O, 
C0 is the concentration (mol cm-3) of species O, 
ν is the velocity (cm s-1) with which a volume element in solution moves along the axis, 10	  
R is gas constant (8.3122 J K-1 mol-1), 
and T is the absolute temperature (K). 
This Equation 1.11 includes three types of mass transfer that are diffusion, migration and 
convection respectively. Any of these steps can, in principle, be rate-determining. However, for 
analytical purposes, it is almost always the case that experimental parameters are controlled to 15	  
simplify matters.  Ionic strength is kept high with a high concentration of inert background 
electrolyte to ensure that the majority of charge carriers are not analyte species.  This makes the 
migration term negligible.  The electrode potential is kept high to ensure that mass transport, 
diffusion though the boundary layer at the electrode surface is rate-determining.  The result is the 
dependence of the current on potential is greatly reduced (ideally to zero) and the measured 20	  
current is directly proportional to bulk concentration.  
 
1.4.1.2 Electrochemical characterization 
 
In electrochemical analysis, the most frequently used methods are cyclic voltammetry 25	  
(CV) and amperometry. Cyclic voltammetry is particularly useful in getting an overview of the 
electrochemical reaction, identifying the correct operating potential for the electrode in the 
amperometric mode and even quantifying the rate constants of the electrode reaction.  In CV, 
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successive potential ramps are applied between two chosen potentials, and the current is 
measured. Figure 1-8 illustrates the potential linear sweep and the resulting cyclic 
voltammogram which is the current change corresponding to the potential sweep in a reversible 
system.  It is common for the current to be plotted versus potential as shown in Figure 1-8 (b), 
where time is implicit in both axes. 5	  
 
Figure 1-8 The cyclic voltammetry scheme in reversible system (a) potential waveform during 
measurement (b) typical cyclic voltammogram in its usual form where current is plotted versus 
potential.  Time is implicit in these standard representations. 
 10	  
As shown in Figure 1-8 (b), the peak current Ip, occurring at peak potential Ep, means that the 
maximum electron transfer rate  is occurring. This arises because the rate of the electron transfer 
step depends exponentially on the potential.  At the peak potential, the electron transfer is now 
happening faster than diffusion can supply the electrode.  Consequently, the surface 
concentration is effectively zero.  Once this potential is reached, the concentration gradient is 15	  
maximum. With the further passage of time, the concentration gradient relaxes into the bulk 
solution leading to a decay in current.  As this is simply due to Fickian diffusion, the decay 
depends inversely upon the square root of time.  Therefore potentials at or beyond Epa and Epc are 
chosen as potentials to oxidise or reduce the analytes under investigation, respectively. In the 
simple case of reversible thermodynamics (where the electron transfer is effectively 20	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instantaneous on the time scale of the reaction and concentration ratios of O and R is given by 
the Nernst equation), |ipa/ipc| is 1 and the peak separation between |Epa and Epc| is 59 mV at 25°C. 
The peak current Ip is given by by the following equation; 𝐼! = 2.69×10!𝑛! !𝐴𝐷!! !𝐶!𝑣! !                                          (1.12) 
where 𝑛 is the number of electrons, A is an area of electrode, D0 is diffusion coefficient, C0 is the 5	  
concentration of solution and 𝑣 is scan rate. In an ideal system, 𝐼! is proportional to the square 
root of scan rate according to Equation 1-12.  A similar expression also exists for irreversible 
electron transfer which includes α a kinetic parameter called the transfer coefficient, and the 
number of electrons transferred up to and including the rate-determining step. 
Amperometry is measuring the current response at a constant potential. For an oxidation, this 10	  
will usually be equal to or more positive than the peak potential.  Each species has HOMO, 
LUMO and solvent reorganisation energies that are characteristic enabling identification in CV 
and selection of the appropriate voltage for amperometry. Different species shows different 
current response at any given constant potential depending inter alia, on the concentration and 
diffusion coefficient.  The amperometric current will be due to the oxidation of all species that 15	  
can be oxidised at that potential (similar arguments apply for reduction).  It is often possible to 
use voltammetry (where a potential programme is employed) to obtain information about the 
number of species present and it may be possible to get selective detection this way. 
In this study, the separated analytes are detected by amperometric measurement, using the 
potential which is determined in cyclic voltammetry. 20	  
 
1.4.1.3 Hydrodynamic voltammetry 
 
Beyond the hydrodynamic boundary layer (a thin immobile layer of fluid at the interface 
between moving-fluid and solid), the solution is considered to be well-mixed and homogeneous.  25	  
Within the hydrodynamic boundary layer, the analyte concentration is depleted due to the 
electrode reaction (the so-called Nernst layer), with depletion increasing as the electrode surface 
is approached.  At the electrode surface, the analyte concentration will be zero if, as is usual for 
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amperometric detection, the mass transport is diffusion limited.  Increasing the rate of convection 
results in a thinner boundary layer. This leads to the Nernst layer being decreased as the well-
mixed layer of solution approaches closer to the electrode surface. This is effectively decreasing 
the denominator term in Fick’s fist law, leading to increased flux and therefore increased current 
in the external circuit. 5	  
Various standard electrochemical methods exploit this method of decoupling mass transport 
from the electrochemical reaction.  These have value in obtaining precise kinetic information, 
using for example the Koutecky-Levich technique.  More relevant to electroanalysis is that 
forced convection is used to overwhelm any natural convection that may arise from density 
differences, temperature variation, vibration etc, which typically lead to haphazard variation in 10	  
current.   Representative hydrodynamic methods are the rotating disc electrode (RDE), the wall-
jet electrode (WJE) and the band electrode in microchannels[61, 62]. In this work, the radial flow 
thin-layer cell was used with a carbon disk electrode. Figure 1-9 illustrates the internal structure 
and the flow pattern in it. Solution is injected to a disc working electrode through an inlet port 
which is sited within a large container. The solution flows out via an outlet port generating the 15	  
complex flow pattern. The limiting current of the radial flow electrode is expressed by [63]: 
𝐼!"# = 1.467  𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶! !!! ! !! ! !                            (1.13) 
where n is the number of electrons involved in the electrode reaction, F is the Faraday constant, 
A is the area of the electrode, C0 is the bulk concentration of the electroactive species, D is the 
diffusion coefficient, h is the thickness of the channel, V is the volumetric flow rate, and d is the 20	  
width of the channel. 
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Figure 1-9 (a) Internal structure (Reproduced from [63]) and (b) flow profile of the radial flow 
electrode 
 
There are two extreme operating regimes in EC detection under hydrodynamic condition. They 5	  
are amperometry and coulometry. The former measures electrochemical current in response to a 
fixed electrode potential under high flow rate[64]. Therefore only a small fraction of analyte is 
consumed, showing the low degree of the electrolyte or analyte conversion at the working 
electrode surface. In contrast, in the latter, the total charge passed during the exhaustive 
electrolysis is measured by integrating the current[64, 65].Since it targets exhaustive redox on 10	  
the electrode surface, it occurs under low flow rate.  
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1.4.1.4 Indirect electrochemical detection 
 
Electrochemical detection is one of the most widely used detection method in chemical 
and biological research due to the ease of control and sensitivity. However its efficacy depends 
utterly on the properties of the analytes. If the analytes give a low or variable response (for 5	  
example if the electrode reaction fouls the electrode), electroinactive ECD cannot be used.   Pre- 
or post-derivatisation has been suggested to solve this limitation. However it results in an 
additional time-consumption and efforts for preparation and without careful precautions (see for 
example papers by S. Weber [66-68]) can lead to increased dispersion. For these reasons, the so-
called indirect detection approach has emerged as an attractive alternative[69, 70].  The key 10	  
principle is a displacement of the detectable additive (the probe) by the analyte[71, 72]. Figure 1-
10 depicts the general scheme for indirect detection. A proper concentration of the probe, as 
denoted by the open circles, is added in the mobile phase and gives a large background current 
signal at the applied steady potential on the electrode. When the analyte (the solid circles) of 
interest is injected, the probe in the mobile phase is displaced by the analyte in the elute bands. 15	  
Then the signal drop is observed in the elute bands because of the lower concentration of the 
probe by the displacement. Therefore this method is called indirect ECD[72]. As a result, the 
indirect ECD shows negative peaks on the background current of the probe by the 
nonelectroactive analyte, while the direct ECD shows positive peaks on the baseline by 
electroactive analyte. Jiannong Ye et al. first reported indirect amperometric detection of non-20	  
electroactive analytes for liquid chromatography in 1986[69]. Indirect ECD offers attractive 
advantages[72]: it can extend the applicability of the ECD because in addition to electroactive 
analytes, it can quantify non-electroactive molecules as well, such as some amino acids, peptides 
and proteins. Regardless of the nature of the analyte, it will give rise to positive or negative 
peaks as long as the analyte gives a different response to the electoactive probe in the running 25	  
buffer. This benefit, in principle, makes indirect ECD a universal detection method. Besides, 
additional sample preparation such as derivatisation can be avoided and there is the further 
advantage that this method is non-destructive because the nature of the probe should not interact 
with the analyte.  
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Figure 1-10 General schemes for indirect detection (a) the displacement of the probe by the analyte. 
There are the detectable additives (the probe, open circles) in the mobile phase. The probe is 
displaced by the analyte (solid circles). (b) the signal by indirect ECD. When the analyte that 
displaced the probe arrives on the electrode, the background current signal decreases. 5	  
	  
1.4.2 Optical detection 
 
In general, optical detectors function by measuring a physical or chemical property of the 
solute itself that result from interactions of light with the analyte. The most widely used methods 10	  
are UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence detection. 
 
 
 
 15	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1.4.2.1 UV/ VIS detection 
 
Groups giving UV absorbance UV cut-off 
Group Wavelength Absorbance Solvents Wavelength 
Acids and amides ≈ 210 nm Medium Acetonitrile 190 nm 
Aldehydes and ketones 270-300 nm Weak Methanol 205 nm 
Conjugated carbonyls 215-250 nm Very strong Ethanol 210 nm 
Aromatic systems Varies Strong Propane-2-ol 210 nm 
 
Table 1-3 Typical functional groups with UV absorbance (Adapted from [21]) and UV cut-off of 
mobile phases (Adapted from [25]) 5	  
 
UV/Vis detection is the most widely used method in HPLC.  It arises from the absorption 
of light in the visible to ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum, usually due to the 
excitation of electrons from the bonding π to antibonding π* molecular orbitals., which is why 
compounds containing carbonyl and aromatic moieties are most easily detected this way. It is 10	  
cheap, reliable and easy to set up at the correct wavelength which can be simply characterised 
and appropriate settings identified by UV-visible spectroscopy, standard kit in most laboratories. 
[21]. Commonly it consists of three parts: a UV-Vis spectrophotometer containing a light source 
(normally a deuterium, tungsten, xenon or mercury lamp) and mirrors, a flow cell and a 
photodiode. A specific wavelength of light in the UV or visible range is determined by the 15	  
spectrophotometer (a prism or grating are normally used) and the light radiates to the flow cell. 
The mobile phase elutes from a column flows through the flow cell. When analytes that absorb 
UV or visible light (such as aromatic compounds and compounds having multiple bonds between 
C and O, N or S) pass the flow cell along the mobile phase, they cause a difference from the 
mobile phase in the transmitted intensity at the selected wavelength by absorption. Therefore it is 20	  
important to consider UV cut-off in selecting a mobile phase at specific wavelength to use. 
Generally it is preferable that the mobile phase shows constant and lower absorbance than 
analytes at the chosen wavelength. For example, the mobile phase with high absorbance of light 
can bury the absorbance signal of analytes. Table 1.3 lists some examples of typical functional 
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groups with UV absorbance and the UV cut-off of widely-used mobile phases. UV/VIS 
absorption varies with concentration of analytes according to the Beer-Lambert law: 𝐴 = 𝜀𝑐𝑏                                                                      (1.14) 
where A is absorbance, ε= molar absorptivity, c = concentration of analytes and b= path length 
of the cell[25]. ε is a constant for a given solute and wavelength. Absorbance is given by: 5	  
𝐴 = − log!" 𝑇 = log!" 𝐼𝐼! 
 where I is the intensity of light passing through a sample and I0 is its intensity before it passes 
though the sample. A is therefore dimensionless.  It is measured sometimes reported in ‘a.u.f.s’ 
that stands for absorbance units corresponding to full scale deflection on the recorder[25], though 
it is better practice to report absorbance units as this enable assessment of the likely significance 
of any changes. 10	  
 
1.4.2.2 Laser-induced fluorescence detection 
 
LIF detection is a representative method in fluorescence detection. It is similar to 
UV/VIS absorption detection in that analytes must be able to absorb specific wavelengths. In LIF 15	  
detection, however, a photodiode measures fluorescence intensity by collecting and counting 
photons emitted as excited electrons of analyte return to the ground state. Figure 1-11 is the 
Jablonski diagram that shows the process of absorption and emission in molecules [21]. When 
atoms or molecules absorb sufficient energy from the specific wavelength of light, electrons in 
them are excited to one of higher vibrational energy levels (S1). The required energy is different, 20	  
depending on the electron and molecule. The excited electrons subsequently and rapidly decay to 
the lowest levels of S1 via vibrational transition. Then they return to the ground state (S0) to be 
stable. During the return, they release the absorbed energy via emitted radiation. Photons of the 
emitted radiation are collected and counted in the photodiode. In addition to the light emission, 
there are many other ways to release energy from the excited state such as collision with other 25	  
molecules and thermal loss. Therefore the emitted radiation has lower energy with a longer 
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wavelength than those for the excitement of electrons[21]. Molecules that have 0.1-1 ratio of the 
absorbed energy to the emitted are appropriate for fluorescence detection[25]. In case of the 
other low or non-fluorescent molecules, derivatisation using fluorescent dyes can be used.. For 
example, proteins and cells are labelled by various dyes such as fluorescein isothiocyanate 
(FITC) for detection. 5	  
 
Figure 1-11 A Jablonski diagram; the process of absorption and emission in molecules (Adapted 
from [21]) 
There is no specific unit for the fluorescence intensity. It is quoted as F and expressed as 𝐹 = 𝐾𝐼!𝐶𝑙𝜀∅                                                             (1.15) 10	  
where F is the fluorescence intensity; K, an instrumental constant; I0, the intensity of the 
excitation radiation; C, the concentration of the substance; l, the path length; Ɛ, the absorptivity 
of the substance and ɸ, is the quantum efficiency of the substance in the solution[21]. 
In this work, confocal LIF detection was used to detect a single droplet containing fluorescent 
molecules. 15	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1.5 Droplet-based microfluidic devices 
 
Droplet-based microfluidics introduced above in Section 1.1 has been the focus of intense 
recent research interest. It retains most of the advantages associated with continuous 5	  
microfluidics such as small reagent and sample volumes, small footprints, rapid analysis and 
ease of integration on a single chip[42, 73-78].  These techniques seem to offer the additional 
advantages of compartmentalising, manipulating and preserving small sample volumes, thus 
allowing many chemical operations such as mixing, reaction control and sample preservation to 
be implemented in a controlled way on tiny sample volumes. Generated droplets can be used as 10	  
isolated reaction vessels, handling small amounts of molecules. Droplet microfluidics have been 
extensively reviewed and are claimed to enable high throughput analysis in biology and 
chemistry[79-82]. It has even been claimed that the droplets can act as an artificial cell. (However 
it would be difficult to realise because all of the important characteristics of cells such as lipid 
bilayer, ion channels, cell surface receptors, hydrogel-like cytosol, cytoskeleton and extensive 15	  
compartmentalisation are missing.)   
Notwithstanding some of the overblown hype, this is nonetheless a fascinating field and offers 
additional levels of control over analytes and reagents than could be achieved using moving parts 
such as valves.  There are attractive applications for bioanalysis to be investigated. 
This section will describe important factors for droplet formation in a micro-channel, droplet 20	  
manipulation and applications. 
 
1.5.1 Droplet formation 
 
Droplets can be produced by combining two different immiscible fluids (the carrier and 25	  
discrete phases) in microchannels. In comparison to single-phase miscible flows, droplet flows in 
multiphase immiscible systems offer several benefits such as enhanced mixing by chaotic 
advection in a droplet, minimizing dispersions by the confined flows and preventing analytes 
from absorbing on the channel wall by the thin layer of the carrier fluid[83]. 
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There are several important factors that influence droplet formation: channel geometry, channel 
surface properties such as hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface, flow-rates, viscosity and 
interfacial force between the two immiscible fluids. In general, droplet microfluidics can be 
classified by types of immiscible fluids and channel geometry. It is mainly categorized into 
water-in-oil (W/O) and oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions. The former generates aqueous droplets in 5	  
the carrier phase that is an oil-based or water-immiscible organic solvent. The carrier is relatively 
more viscous than water. The channel surface needs to be hydrophobic to prevent the water-
based droplets from adhering on the surface. In case of the latter, the carrier will be aqueous fluid 
with water-miscible fluids such as glycerol to increase viscosity, which improves shearing of the 
more viscous oily discrete phase[84, 85]. In contrast to W/O emulsion, hydrophilic surface 10	  
treatment of the channel wall is necessary for O/W emulsions. In addition to W/O and O/W 
emulsions, some more complicated types are possible such as water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) or 
multiple emulsions using additional geometry for droplet generation[86-89]. Figure 1.12 (a) 
shows an example of the double emulsion system.  
 15	  
Figure 1-12 schematics of a microfluidic device for droplet generation (a) double emulsion 
system(Reproduced [86]), (b) T-junction(Reproduced from [90]) and (c) flow-focusing 
configurations(Reproduced from [37]) 
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Depending on channel geometry, there are two conventional formats, T-junctions and flow-
focusing to control droplets, as shown Figure 1-12 (b) and (c). T-junction microfluidic geometry 
produces monodispersed droplets by the cross-flow shear method. The discrete phase is 
perpendicularly introduced to the carrier phase that flows through a main channel. Then it is 
segmented at a T-junction by the balance between the shear force of the carrier and the 5	  
interfacial force at the injection port[91]. The droplet size can be estimated by [91] 
𝐷! ∝    !!!  !                                                              (1-16) 
where Dd, σ, µ and ϒ are the droplet diameter, the interfacial tension between the immiscible 
phases, the dynamic viscosity of the carrier phase and the shear rate. The shear rate can be 
predicted as ϒ ≈ uc/Dc. uc is the average velocity of the carrier phase and Dc is the width of the 10	  
main channel. In comparison, flow-focusing geometry for droplets uses the carrier fluid as sheath 
flow. The discrete phase is injected via a central channel into a co-flowing continuous (the 
carrier) phase. The carrier phase is introduced by two side channels of the central channel. There 
can be a narrow constriction to focus the flow at the flow-focusing junction[92]. With this 
droplet generation mechanism, smaller droplets than the channel width and height can be 15	  
reproducibly formed by changing the flow rates of those fluids, whereas the T-junction 
configuration can generate only droplets as large as the cross-sectional dimensions of the 
microchannel with a plug-like shape. Therefore it is generally assumed that the case that droplets 
generated using flow-focusing geometry are more easily controlled[84]. Equation 1-14 allows 
estimation of the effects of changing experimental parameters on droplet diameter in the flow-20	  
focusing configuration[91]. 𝐷! ∝    !!!  !                                                                   (1-14) 
Here, the shear rate can be predicted by  𝛾 ∝ 𝑢/𝑊. u is the average velocity at the gap the 
channel wall and the droplet and W is the width of the inlet channel for the discrete phase. 
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The dimensionless capillary number, Ca, is also a key parameter in characterising droplet 
formation. The capillary number describes the relation between the viscous force and the 
interfacial force and defined as, 𝐶𝑎 = !"#$%&#  !"#$%!"#$%&'(!')  !"#$% = !!!                                                  (1-15) 
where U is the linear velocity of the total flow and calculated by dividing the total volumetric 5	  
flow rate by the cross-sectional area of the channel. It has been observed that there is a critical 
value of the capillary number, Cacr ≈ 10-2, that determines the physics of the droplet formation 
process[91, 93, 94]. At low values of the capillary number (Ca < 10-2), the shear stress becomes 
insignificant and the interfacial force dominates the shear stress. In other words, the shear stress 
does not have sufficient force to distort the interface of the emerging droplets. As a result, 10	  
immiscible threads in T-junction configuration are broken-up by the pressure drop across the 
droplet as it forms at the low Ca value.  
In flow-focusing configuration, the threads are propagated into the orifice and hamper the carrier 
flow into the outlet channel. This increases the hydrostatic pressure upstream so that the neck of 
the immiscible threads is “squeezed”. The droplet formation works in a squeezing regime at low 15	  
Ca value (Ca < 10-2). In this regime, highly monodispersed droplets are produced and similar in 
size to the constriction[92]. For Ca > 10-2, the shear stresses begin to dominate the interfacial 
force and play a key role in the droplet formation. Therefore droplets are formed in different 
regime, which is dripping regime. Dripping is not greatly different from the squeezing regime, 
however it is determined by interfacial tension rather than by the blockage of the constriction in 20	  
the channel or orifice. In this regime, the threads of the dispersed phase in flow-focusing 
configuration do not retract to the size of the orifice and remain as narrower threads in the orifice. 
Consequently, droplets with smaller size are generated than those by squeezing regime. While 
the steady and stable droplets at Ca values above approximately 0.3, droplets are generated 
inconsistently because of the transition from ‘geometrically-controlled’ break-up and ‘dripping’ 25	  
to ‘jetting’. However the Ca value at which the transition to ‘jetting’ starts can be varied 
depending on geometry and dimension. Figure 1-13 shows the different behaviours of droplet 
microfluidics in flow-focusing configuration as a function of the Ca values. Fluctuating laminar 
segment and jetting occurs due to the high capillary value and are further propagated as Ca 
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increases. Here, droplets are generated at the end of the jetting stream by a Rayleigh-Plateau-like 
capillary instability of the long, thin thread[92]. 
 
Figure 1-13 droplet formations at the high Ca in flow-focusing configuration (a) geometrically-
controlled (b) dripping (c) narrowing jetting and (d) widening jetting. [Reproduced from [125]] 5	  
 
Droplet size is significantly affected by the ratio of the volumetric flow rates of the two 
immiscible fluids at the low Ca value where droplets are geometrically-controlled by squeezing 
regime. The scaling of droplet formation is independent of the material parameters of the 
fluids.[94] Equations (1.13 and 1.14) used to estimate droplet sizes above are not accurate at low 10	  
Ca values. From the previous work by Garstecki et al,[94] a simple law for the size of the 
droplets in a T-junction has been suggested: 
!! = 1 + 𝛼 !!!!                                                                  (1.16) 
where L is the length of the segmented flow, w is the width of the channel and α is a constant of 
order one whose particular value depends on the geometry of the T-junction. Qd and Qc are the 15	  
flow rates of the dispersed and the carrier fluids respectively. Although droplets are produced at 
higher Ca values and in different regime, the ratio of the flow rates is still influential. Such an 
important ratio in W/O emulsion is expressed by the water fraction (Wf), W! = !!!!!!!                                                                (1.17) 
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where Qw and Qo are the volume flow rates of the aqueous and oil phases respectively. Droplet 
size and frequency can be controlled straightforwardly and easily by adjusting the flow rates of 
the two immiscible fluids. They are proportional to Wf. As Wf increases, the droplets become 
larger and faster. In contrast, the size and frequency of droplets will be reduced with the 
decreasing Wf. In other words, droplets can be varied by changing the flow rate of one fluid at a 5	  
fixed flow rate of the other fluid. For example, the higher the flow rate of the aqueous phase is, 
the bigger and faster droplets are formed at a fixed flow rate of the oil phase and vice versa. 
 
1.5.2 Droplet manipulation 
 10	  
In droplet-based microfluidic devices, the generated droplets can conduct various and sequential 
(or parallel) further operations with integrated diverse droplet manipulation such as mixing, 
merging and sorting. Such a variety of droplet functions on a single chip will realise a practical 
lab-on-a-chip for biological applications. 
 15	  
1.5.2.1 Mixing 
 
Mixing in chemical and biological reactions is an essential operation to study the kinetics among 
the molecules. The high surface area to volume ratio at the microscale reduces heat and mass 
transfer times and diffusion distance, leading to faster reaction times[84]. However overcoming 20	  
transient or dynamic interfacial tension between miscible fluid streams is still an issue to achieve 
efficient and rapid mixing that could be obtained by advection. In particular, turbulent mixing is 
hampered under laminar flow conditions at the interface of the two streams and mixing entirely 
relies on molecular diffusion[84, 91]. Mixing can be improved by shaping the geometrical 
configuration to cause chaotic advection. It makes the streamlines cross each other at different 25	  
times and mix rapidly. A variety of geometries has been reported such as adding obstacles in the 
mixing channel[95-97], using curved[98] and twisted[99] channels. 
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Figure 1-14 Droplet-based mixing in a straight channel. (a) Inefficient mixing by bad initial 
distribution.(Adapted from [91]) (b) efficient mixing by good initial distribution.(Adapted from [91]) 
and (c) mixing by different water fractions.(Reproduced from [100]) 
 5	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Chaotic advection has to be considered for mixing in microdroplets as well. However it is not 
easy to achieve in straight microchannels because of the symmetrical vortices containing 
components in microdroplets[100]. For example, when two different solutions are injected into a 
straight channel in T-junction configuration, a steady and symmetrical flow pattern occurs inside 
a droplet as the droplet travels along the channel, as shown in Figure 1-14 (a). The two 5	  
symmetrical vortices recirculate separately in each droplet half without mixing. However, if 
sufficient shear force between the discrete and carrier phase is applied and rotates the two mixing 
liquids at least a full 360o at the initial distribution, the solutions will be distributed across both 
halves of the droplet[91]. Then they will be dispersed and mixed completely by the two 
recirculating internal vortices, as illustrated in Figure 1-14 (b). Therefore the initial distribution 10	  
at the moment of droplet formation is crucial for efficient mixing in a droplet in a straight 
channel. The water fraction is also significant as the shear force that causes ‘twirling’ results 
from the carrier phase[100]. Mixing as a function of the water fraction has been investigated by 
Ismagilov’s group (Figure 1-14 (c)). For a long (Wf > 0.60) and short plug (Wf = 0.14), mixing 
was not efficient because of the laminar flow and overtwirling respectively. 15	  
 
Figure 1-15 Passive mixing in droplets by the winding channel (a) flow pattern inside droplets in 
the winding channel (Adapted from [91]) and (b) images of mixing by the winding 
channel.(Reproduced from [101]) 
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Chaotic advection improves the mixing efficiency therefore various channel geometries have 
been applied to the mixing channel. Figure 1-15 shows a winding channel that is one of the most 
widely used geometries. The two rotating vortices fold and stretch at each turn and the 
symmetric vortices becomes asymmetric as droplets move along the channel. 
 5	  
1.5.2.2 Merging and dilution 
 
Coalescence of different components for chemical reactions can be performed by introducing 
them together before droplet formation as described in the ‘Mixing’ section. However some 
reactions require separate storage before reactions until the suitable conditions are obtained[84]. 10	  
In this case, it is extremely useful to encapsulate the reagents into separate droplets and merge 
them later to allow mixing and interaction in the droplets. Droplet merging enables multi-step 
reactions and offers reliable data. It is also a highly controlled process. There are mainly two 
types of merging; passive and active merging. The former results from channel geometry and the 
latter uses electrical fields via electrodes. Figure 1-16 (a) shows passive droplet merging by rows 15	  
of pillars geometry[102]. A droplet is decelerated and stuck between the pillars and the carrier 
fluid flows through the side channels during the stay of the droplet. When a next droplet contacts 
the droplet in the pillar chamber, they are merged by hydraulic pressure. As shown in Figure 1-
16(b), droplets can be also merged by a dynamic instability across the interface of adjacent 
droplets induced by an electric field that applied from patterned electrodes on the channel 20	  
surface[103]. This is one of the most popular methods in active merging. 
 
Figure 1-16 Droplet merging (a) by the rows of pillars geometry [102] and (b) electric fields from 
patterned electrodes (Reproduced from [103]) 
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Besides droplet merging by geometrical configuration, analytes in droplets can be diluted as well 
in a similar way. Recently Xize Niu et al. reported a microdroplet dilutor for high-throughput 
screening and the schematic of the device is illustrated in Figure 1-17[104]. A droplet with initial 
concentration is trapped in the dilution chamber by pillars and works as the ‘mother droplet’. 
Then smaller droplets move through the ‘mother droplet.’ As more droplets pass, the 5	  
concentration of the mother droplet decreases exponentially and droplets with different 
concentrations of analytes are generated at the same time. 
 
Figure 1-17 Schematic of the microdroplet dilutor(Reproduced from [104]) (a) the dilution module 
(b) Process of sequential dilution and (c) a sequence of the diluted droplets 10	  
 
1.5.2.3 Sorting 
 
Selective segregation of droplets by sorting makes droplet-based microfluidics more beneficial 
because it facilitates an array of functions such as the isolation of droplets of interest. Droplet 15	  
sorting can be categorised into two groups, passive and active. In passive sorting, droplets can be 
sorted by size using channel geometry and weight by gravity. Figure 1-18 (a-b) shows the 
passive size-based sorting using channel geometry[105] and weight-based sorting[106] is 
depicted in Figure 1-18 (c). In case of size-based sorting, droplets with size differences as small 
as 4	  µm have been sorted using channel geometry and it is the current limitation in terms of 20	  
sensitivity[105]. Active sorting utilises electrical control using microlectrodes. It can detect and 
sort droplets more precisely depending on their contents. Dielectrophoresis (DEP)-based droplet 
sorting has been recently reported by Wang et al. (Figure 1.18 (d) and the droplets were 
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controllably directed into designated downstream channels by the electric fields applied using 
3D-electrodes array at the side wall[107]. 
 
 
Figure 1-18 Various types of droplet sorting. (a-b) passive size-based sorting using channel 5	  
geometry. Larger droplets move to the left and smaller droplets move to the right.(Reproduced 
from [105]) (c) gravity-driven particle sorting. Larger and smaller particles were collected into the 
upper and lower collector respectively with high efficiency. (Reproduced from [106]) and (d) Active 
droplet sorting by DEP-based sorting. Droplets were steered into five different channels by electric 
fields. (Reproduced from [107]) 10	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1.5.3 Applications of droplet microfluidics 
 
Droplet –based microfluidics has been developed relatively recently in comparison to other 
techniques for chemical and biological analysis, but showed improved performance and potential 
for high-throughput analysis with the various droplet manipulations at the microscale. It has been 5	  
seen that each microdroplet acts as a micro/nano reactor, isolated vessels in those fields. As a 
result, droplet microfluidics has seen a variety of applications such as crystallisation[79] and in 
vitro expression of proteins[80],  cell-based assays[81], the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)[82] 
and chemical and biological synthesis[108, 109]. Figure 1-19 illustrates examples of droplet 
microfluidics applications. 10	  
 
Figure 1-19 Applications of droplet microfluidics (a) protein crystallisation(Reproduced from [79]) 
(b) in vitro expression of protein (Reproduced from [80]) (c) encapsulation of Jurkat Cells into 
aqueous microdroplets (Reproduced from [81]) and (d) PCR (Reproduced from [82]) 
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1.6 Aims of the thesis 
 
 
Figure 1-20 Aims for development of the hybrid LC-droplet device. 
 5	  
The goal of the research described in this thesis was to develop ‘Hybrid devices for lab-
on-a-chip chromatography and droplet-based microfluidics’. Several steps were required to 
realise this goal.   The key areas of the thesis are summarised below: 
1. Mechanical robustness is required of the hybrid device because HPLC is operated under high 
pressure; droplet generation with high frequency for high-throughput analysis also leads to high 10	  
pressure. Appropriate materials selection, characterisation and the development of reliable 
assembly protocols are therefore important goals in this research. 
2. The first experimental operation of hybrid monolithic devices for separation of representative 
analytes is described. Particulate and monolithic polymer-based columns are examined and their 
performance quantitatively compared. 15	  
3. The fabrication and characterisation of a droplet-based microfluidic device is described.  
4.  Once successfully implemented in planar platforms, the two operations were integrated on a 
single chip. Sequential operations, separation and compartmentalisation, are tested and 
characterised. 
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5. A preliminary investigation of indirect-electrochemical detection using the conventional RP-
HPLC column is described. Non- or less-electroactive molecules were used such as amino acids, 
peptides and proteins.  
 
 5	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2 Device fabrication process 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, the fabrication processes that used for the hybrid HPLC-droplet device are 5	  
described. The prototype platform for the hybrid device was fabricated on polymer substrates 
using microfabrication techniques. Microfabrication is the technology to make minute devices 
that range in size from the sub-micron to the millimetre level. As the interests in miniaturisation 
and integration of the systems increased, the importance of microfabrication has rapidly 
increased. As a result, it has been widely used for various devices in chemical, mechanical and 10	  
biological research fields. 
There are a variety of fabrication techniques used in microfabrication but the critical technology 
is photolithography. This is the process whereby a device design is transferred making patterns 
on substrate. General photolithography transfers the entire pattern of the photomask onto a thin 
film of photoresist which is comprised of materials sensitive to ultraviolet light. It consists of 15	  
several steps including photoresist coating and UV exposure. Once the pattern is prepared, only 
the transfer steps need be repeated to make multiple devices. 
There are however major problems: the capital equipment and running costs are expensive, 
patterning on non-planar surfaces is usually not possible and high aspect three dimensional 
structures either require multiple steps or expensive techniques such as LIGA. 20	  
Photolithography is conducted in a clean room facility so it is not easy for chemists and 
biologists, who normally work under benchtop conditions, to utilise it when they want to 
fabricate devices for their applications. For these reasons, an alternative that is called soft 
lithography was introduced by George M. Whitesides in 1998[110]. The name is because it uses 
soft materials (elastomeric materials) to replicate patterned structures. Whitesides and his group 25	  
have fabricated microfluidic devices using soft lithography based on rapid prototyping and 
replica moulding in poly(dimethylsioxane) (PDMS) materials. It has become the conventional 
method for microfluidic systems because it is inexpensive and fast[111, 112].  It starts from a 
master mould and replicates the patterns using the elastomer materials. The master mould can be 
made by standard photolithographic methods in a clean room or other mechanical methods such 30	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as micromachining. Once the master mould is prepared, it can be used multiple times to fabricate 
devices. The replica moulding process does not require a clean room facility so it is more 
convenient and accessible to the chemist and biologist in comparison to conventional 
photolithography[112]. The soft lithography technique has been used in the work described in 
this thesis to fabricate the hybrid HPLC-droplet device. 5	  
In this thesis, a HPLC device and a droplet-based microfluidic device have been fabricated and 
characterised separately prior to fabrication of the hybrid HPLC-droplet device. Three kinds of 
devices have been fabricated using soft lithography, but the fabrication procedures are slightly 
different according to the device. The materials and the fabrication processes that are commonly 
used for all of the devices are addressed in this chapter. The schematic of the fabrication flow is 10	  
illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1 Main fabrication flow chart for the hybrid HPLC-droplet device. 
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2.2 Materials 
 
Since microfabrication technologies were first applied for the miniaturisation of methods in 
analytical chemistry and biology in the 1990s, microfabricated devices for those applications 
have been developed using a variety of materials. As the manufacturing techniques were initially 5	  
developed for semiconductor devices, silicon and glass were at first widely used for lab-on-a-
chip applications. However these materials are expensive and require complex and time-
consuming processing techniques (e.g. cleaning, photolithography and etching process) and their 
material properties are not always compatible with typical samples encountered in bioanalysis, 
where adsorption problems are made worse by the high surface area to volume ratio of 10	  
microfluidic channels.  In contrast, polymers have emerged as an alternative, offering a number 
of advantages such as low-cost, flexibility of integration with other materials, and a wider variety 
of materials with a broad range of chemical, mechanical, electrical and optical properties. The 
advance of manufacturing and surface modification techniques for polymers has also contributed 
to the increase of popularity of polymers. 15	  
At present, poly(dimethyllsiloxane) (PDMS), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA), cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC) and thermoset polyester (TPE) are  the 
most widely used polymers for microfluidic devices. Material selection depends on application 
and device design.  For example, biocompatibility is obviously important for biological samples, 
optical properties are important to transmit the proper light wavelength for reaction and detection, 20	  
and surface properties such as hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity and chemical resistance all need 
to be considered.  
For the hybrid HPLC-droplet device, PDMS was used to fabricate the replica mould whereas the 
main material to make microchannels was thermoset polyester (TPE). Polyethyleneterephthalate 
(PET) were selected as substrates. Polymer properties are described in the next section. 25	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2.2.1 Poly(dimethylsiloxane) – PDMS 
 
Since the use of PDMS and soft lithography were first reported in 1997 by Carlo Effenhauser to 
make microfluidic devices, the use of PDMS has rapidly increased.  
PDMS is a silicon-based organic polymer and consists of a number of repeating monomer 5	  
[SiO(CH3)2] units. According to the curing condition, molecular weight varies from 
approximately 0.3 - 1000 kg/mol. Figure 2-2 illustrates the chemical structure of PDMS. It has 
unique flexibility acting like a silicone rubber with the low shear modulus G ≈ 250 kPa. 
However the value can be varied between 100 KPa and 3 MPa by varying the preparation 
conditions[113]. The glass transition temperature Tg is approximately – 125 oC [113]. 10	  
 
Figure 2-2 PDMS chemical structure 
Currently most microfluidic devices have been fabricated by soft-lithographic processing of 
PDMS because of various attractive properties listed below[15, 111].  
1) Flexibility (elastomeric property) 15	  
- Unlike other plastics, it stably contacts to non-planar surfaces because it is elastomeric 
and thus highly conformable. It can also be easily separated from the patterns of a mould 
without damaging them and itself enabling rapid prototyping and redesign. 
2) Optical transparency  
- It is optically transparent down to 280 nm and therefore compatible with photochemical 20	  
applications and detection techniques such as UV/ vis spectrometry. 
3) Delicate features down to approximately 15-20µm can be replicated from a master mould 
using a film mask.  
4) Biocompatibility for biological experiments 
- It is nontoxic and gas permeable so aerobic cell culture is compatible with PDMS for in 25	  
vitro experiments (see for instance Kamm’s work [114]).  
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5) Surface control 
- Surface properties can be altered by diverse methods as oxygen plasma treatment and 
chemical oxidation. Silanol groups (Si-OH) are created on the PDMS surface by oxygen 
plasma making the surface hydrophilic (contact angle < 50°)[115, 116]. O2 plasma 
treatment offers an additional advantage: when the treated PDMS contacts with a glass 5	  
surface, the interface is irreversibly bonded because the silanol groups produces Si-O-Si 
covalent bonds after loss of water[116].  In addition to glass, a tight seal has been 
achieved between PDMS and other polymers in this way such as PDMS, polystyrene and 
polyethylene[112].  
Despite these attractions, PDMS is hampered by significant drawbacks[15]. For example, 10	  
absorption of solvents and solutes, the instability of the oxidised PDMS; the hydrophilic state of 
oxidised PDMS reverts to its natural hydrophobic state in hours, presumably due to the high 
mobility of the polymer chains and this inevitably limits its utility, and absorption of solvent and 
solutes. PDMS also swells in contact with non-polar solvents such as hexane. 
In this thesis, PDMS (SYLGARD® 187 eleastomer kit, Dow corning Corp., USA) has been used 15	  
to fabricate a master mould replica only, not for making microchannels, because PDMS is unable 
to cope with the high back pressure needed for HPLC operation and high frequency droplet 
generation. 
2.2.2 Thermoset polyester –TPE 
 20	  
PDMS is not suitable for the hybrid HPLC-droplet device because microfluidic channels made 
by PDMS deform, expand and eventually burst under operating pressures in excess of 1 MPa. To 
address these limitations, other materials including poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), COC 
and PET have been recently considered as alternatives. Unfortunately these materials require 
complex, expensive and time-consuming processing techniques such as injection moulding, 25	  
imprinting and hot embossing. In this thesis, thermoset polyester (TPE) polymer (CFS Fibreglass, 
UK) has been selected as a material that overcomes the limitations of PDMS while retaining the 
advantages of rapid prototyping offered by PDMS. 
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TPE is a similar material to PDMS and is a thermoset polymer that is irreversibly polymerised 
and cured by thermal energy. It is a mixture of orthophthalic unsaturated polyester resins with 
lower viscosity than PDMS. The initial form is a limpid liquid resin and it is mixed with its 
catalyst, methyl ethyl ketone peroxide (MEKP). Complete curing time is approximately 100 min 
at room temperature but normally it is cured in an oven at higher temperature to reduce the 5	  
curing time. The cured TPE has a tensile strength, 60 MPa, which is much higher than PDMS 
(100 KPa-3 MPa[117]). Furthermore TPE can be cured more quickly (1 hr at least) than PDMS 
(4 hr at least) and, once completely cured, it is robust enough to withstand high pressures that 
often make PDMS deform or fail. In addition TPE does not swell when contacted with acids, 
bases, alcohols and many hydrocarbon solvents[118]. Solvent compatibility has been 10	  
investigated by Chiu’s[118] whose results are summarised in Table 2-1. The swelling ratio is the 
difference in diameters of cylindrical pieces between before and after immersion in solvents for 
24 h at room temperature. In case of the organic solvents that are often used in HPLC such as 
acetonitrile and methanol, high concentration needs to be avoided because of relative higher 
swelling ratio that others, as shown in Table 2-1. 15	  
 
Table 2-1 Solvent compatibility of thermoset polyester (Reproduced from [118]) 
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2.2.3 Polyethylene terephthalate – PET 
 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is a thermoplastic and widely used as a material for plastic 
bottles for soft drinks. It is a saturated polyester that can be synthesised from ethylene glycol and 
terephthalic acid by a esterification reaction or dimethyl terephthalate by an transesterification 5	  
reaction. As described in Figure 2-3, it has the polyester family structure. In terms of properties, 
tensile strength is 55-75 MPa which is also higher than PDMS and the glass transition 
temperature, Tg, is 75°C. Therefore fine features (approximately 100 nm level) can be fabricated 
by thermal processes such as nano-imprinting and the fabricated devices are more rigid than in 
PDMS devices. In addition to these properties, as it is inexpensive, PET has been widely used for 10	  
various microfabricated devices such as microfluidic devices [119, 120] and CE devices[121]. In 
this thesis, PET was used as substrate due to the good adhesion with TPE microchannels. 
 
Figure 2-3 Polyethylene terephthalate chemical structure 
 15	  
2.2.4 Photoresists 
 
There are two types of photoresist used in microfabrication; a positive and a negative photoresist. 
A positive photoresist was used to prepare the chrome working mask. In this photoresist, the area  
exposed to UV light is removed during the developing step, whereas that area remains in a 20	  
negative photoresist such as SU-8. It consists of photo-sensitizer, resin and solvent[122]. In 
general novolak, resole and phenol formaldehyde are selected as the resin materials but the most 
widely used one is novolak. It is soluble in water and alkali solutions (approximately 150 Å/sec) 
in itself however it becomes insoluble by adding diazoquinone (DQ) which is a sensitizer 
because DQ supresses the dissolution of novolak (10~20 Å/sec). When DQ absorbs i-line 25	  
(365nm), h-line (405nm) and g-line (436nm) UV light, it transforms the resins to make them 
soluble in water and alkali solutions via the reaction shown in Figure 2-4 (a). Nitrogen is 
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released by UV light energy and carbon is generated by Wolff rearrangement (i). Then it 
becomes ketene molecule (ii) and the ketene transforms to a carboxylic acid, a form soluble in 
water and alkali solutions (iii). By this mechanism, the boundary between the areas exposed and 
unexposed to UV occurs and patterns emerge during the developing step. Figure 2-4 (b) 
describes the schematic of patterning with a positive photoresist. 5	  
 
Figure 2-4 (a) Reaction of diazoquinone by UV light [Reproduced from [122]] and (b) patterning 
with a positive photoresist. 
 
A negative photoresist was used for the master mould. SU-8 is the most widely used negative 10	  
photoresist in soft-lithography for microfluidics. SU-8 is an epoxy-type negative photoresist and 
it consists of three chemicals, a Bisphenol A Novolak epoxy oligomer (EPON® SU-8 resin, 
Shell chemical) as a resin and up to 10 wt% triarysulfonium hexafluroantimonate salt 
(CYRACURE® UVI, Union Carbide) photoacid generator as a sensitizer dissolved in gamma-
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butyrolactone (GBL) as a solvent[123, 124]. The chemical structure of the resin is illustrated in 
Figure 2-5. SU-8 was developed by IBM for microfabrication of high aspect ratio structures with 
thick layers[124, 125].  
 
Figure 2-5 Chemical structure of the Bisphenol A Novolak epoxy oligomer (Reproduced from [123]) 5	  
 
2.3 Mould fabrication 
 
The fabrication of TPE microfluidic devices started from two different types of the master mould, 
depending on the functions, HPLC separation and droplet generation, because the dimensions of 10	  
the channels for each are different. The channel for HPLC separation was designed to similar 
dimensions as conventional cylindrical columns (1 mm diameter and 50 mm length) to enable 
easy comparison of performance. The channel for droplet generation was formed in smaller 
channels (two different widths: 150 µm and 250 µm).  
In this thesis, SU-8 master moulds were fabricated using conventional lithographic processes in a 15	  
cleanroom for the droplet flow device. Acrylate master moulds were made using 
stereophotolithography, a 3D-rapid prototyping process, for the HPLC separation device because 
it was difficult to reproducibly fabricate the 1 mm height of the separation channel using a SU-8 
mould. Both master moulds were then utilised in soft-lithography for production of the working 
PDMS replica moulds. 20	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2.3.1 The SU-8 master mould fabrication 
 
Most of the droplet-based microfluidic devices made with PDMS working moulds used a SU-8 
patterned silicon wafer as a master mould because it is robust and possible to make delicate 
features. The process flow for the SU-8 master is shown schematically in Figure 2-6.  5	  
1) SU-8 spin coating on a silicon wafer 
2) Soft-bake on a hot-plate at 65°C and 95°C subsequently  
3) UV exposure to SU-8 through the photomask.  
4) Hard-bake on a hot-plate at 65°C and 95°C subsequently. 
5) Develop to remove the unexposed area of SU-8 to UV  10	  
6) Cleaning and rinsing 
 Details of each step will be explained below. 
 
 
Figure 2-6 SU-8 master mould fabrication process (a) Spin coating and soft-bake, (b) Cr mask align, 15	  
(c) UV exposure through Cr mask, (d) post-exposure bake, (e) develop and (f) rinsing and dry 
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2.3.1.1 Device layout and design 
 
Microchannels were designed on two dimensions (2D) using computer aided design software 
AutoCAD 2006 (Autodesk, Inc.). There are several issues to consider for designing the 
microchannels. The most important factors are critical dimension (CD) of the lithography 5	  
process and the aspect ratio of microchannels. Critical dimension is the most difficult dimension 
to control at each fabrication step. It depends principally on the type of photomask, the process to 
make a photomask and the type of photoresist. For example, in case of an emulsion film mask, 
the best resolution is 20 µm. The width of microchannels, therefore, has to be larger than 20 µm 
and this is the critical dimension by an emulsion film mask. The other one, aspect ratio is the 10	  
ratio of height to width of microchannels. Photoresists have their own specific limitations of the 
aspect ratio depending on thickness. SU-8 photoresist was developed to make high aspect ratio 
structures over 3:1 but it can be lower depending upon the facilities and high aspect ratios require 
optimisation. 
 15	  
2.3.1.2 The photomask fabrication 
 
Once design of the microchannels is complete, a photomask is fabricated based on the design. 
This is the important step where the pattern in the designed layout is transferred to a master mask. 
A working mask is then made from the master mask and used in the actual fabrication processes 20	  
to make the devices. However production of the working mask can be omitted and the master 
mask can be used as a working mask as well. Basically a photomask material has to be highly 
transparent in UV range. Two technologies dominate photomask production: the emulsion film 
mask and the chrome glass mask. In the emulsion film mask, the designed pattern is printed on a 
transparent film using emulsion inks. In comparison to the Cr glass mask, it is very cheap but not 25	  
durable because it is printed on an acrylate polymer film. Besides it is not possible to clean when 
it is contaminated by organic residues such as photoresists. In contrast, Cr glass masks are 
fabricated commercially using e-beam or direct laser writing[126]. They provide high quality 
and good resolution photomasks. They can be used over 200 times without damage on patterns 
and cleaned by acetone or sulfuric acid-based cleaning solutions for organic residues. Soda lime, 30	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borosilicate and quartz are selected as the glass materials. Figure 2-7 shows some of the 
emulsion film masks and the Cr masks that were used in this thesis. 
 
Figure 2-7 Fabricated photomasks for droplet devices (a) an emulsion film mask and (b) a chrome 
glass mask 5	  
In this thesis, a film mask was produced as a master mask to make droplet devices by Micro 
Lithography Services Ltd in UK. The film mask is converted to the Cr mask to use as a working 
mask in order to increase the life time. The process to fabricate the Cr working mask is outlined 
in Figure 2-8. A soda lime glass wafer pre-coated with a chromium layer and a positive 
commercial photoresist layer (Az1518, Nanofilm, USA) was used as a working mask for droplet 10	  
device fabrication in this work. The master mask (the emulsion film mask) is aligned to the glass 
wafer and contacted. Then UV light (i-line, 20mW/cm2) is radiated for 1 min onto the positive 
photoresist through the master mask. After UV exposure, the glass wafer was immersed in the 
developer solution. Microdeposit 351 Developer (Chemtech Ltd, UK) was diluted in deionised 
water with ratio 1:5. The exposed positive photoresist was removed during the development 15	  
process. Then it was soaked in a chrome etchant (Aldrich, UK) to etch the exposed chrome layer. 
The entire chrome layer was removed by wet-etching except the area masked by the positive 
photoresist. Finally the rest of the positive photoresist was easily removed by acetone and the 
chrome pattern is left on the glass only, as designed. The designed patterns of microchannels 
were transferred from the emulsion master mask to the chrome working mask in this way. 20	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Figure 2-8 Schematic of the Cr working mask fabrication (a) a glass wafer pre-coated with a 
chrome and a positive photoresist layers, (b) align between a emulsion master mask and the glass 
wafer, (c) UV exposure through the master mask, (d) developing exposed positive photoresist, (e) 
etching exposed Cr layer and (f) removing the rest of the photoresist 5	  
The negative working mask where the designed patterns are transparent is prepared to make the 
relief structure using the SU-8 photoresist layer for most PDMS microfluidic devices. Then the 
microchannel patterns were cast by PDMS using soft-lithography. However as can be seen on 
the last image (f) in Figure 2-8, the positive working mask where the designed patterns are dark 
or chrome was fabricated in this work since the intaglio patterns of microchannels are to be 10	  
fabricated in the SU-8 layer on Si wafer. This is because the microchannels are not generated 
from the SU-8 master mould directly but fabricated from the PDMS replica mould that is cast 
from the SU-8 master mould. In short, the reason is that one more replicating step is used to 
make microchannels using thermoset polyester than general fabrication for those by PDMS. This 
will be explained later in more detail. (see Section 2.3.3)  15	  
 
2.3.1.3 Photoresist spin coating 
 
Once the Cr working mask fabrication was finished, the SU-8 photoresist-coated Si wafer was 
prepared to transfer patterns from the mask. The SU-8 negative photoresist was coated on a 4-20	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inch (~10 cm) silicon wafer using a spin coating method that is the most widely used method to 
apply the liquid photoresist due to a uniform coating. It includes four basic steps listed below. 
1. Wafer centring – For the safe spin coating, the wafer has to be centred on a chuck. 
Otherwise the wafer could spin out from the chuck and be shattered, even though the 
wafer is hold by a vacuum via holes on the chuck. 5	  
2. Dispense – SU-8 is poured onto the centre of the silicon wafer. Bubbles during the 
pouring cause uneven coating because some of them are to be trapped. 
3. Spin-up – The wafer is accelerated and spins at 500 rpm for 10 seconds to spread SU-8 
photoresist and cover the entire surface. 
4. Spin-off – The wafer spins at high speed (1000 – 3000 rpm) to throw off excess resist to 10	  
obtain a uniform thickness of SU-8. 
The thickness depends on both viscosity and spinning speed. SU-8 50 and SU-8 100 are the most 
popular photoresists used in microfluidics and their thickness can be varied from 40 µm to 250 
µm. Table 2-2 lists the thickness obtained by adjusting the parameters and spinning for 30 sec. 
Product Name Viscosity (cSt) Spin speed (rpm) Thickness 
SU-8 50 12250 
3000 40 
2000 50 
1000 100 
SU-8 100 51500 
3000 100 
2000 150 
1000 250 
 15	  
Table 2-2 Thickness as a function of viscosity and spin speed[127] 
 
2.3.1.4 Soft bake 
 
After the spin coating, the SU-8 is heated up on a hot plate, a process called a soft bake in  order 20	  
to: 
1. Evaporate the solvent from the SU-8 film on the wafer. 
2. Improve the adhesion of SU-8 on the wafer. 
3. Relieve stresses in SU-8 film caused during the spin coating. 
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The SU-8 photoresist is soft-baked using two steps, 65 °C and 95 °C. The soft baking time is 
determined by the thickness. The recommended times are mentioned in Table 2-3. It is to be 
noted that the soft-baked SU-8 film should not be cooled down quickly because fast cooling on a 
metal surface or a cool plate results in cracks in the SU-8 film. Therefore it needs to cool down 
gently to room temperature. In addition, if the SU-8 film is exposed through the working mask 5	  
directly without the proper cooling step, it sticks to the mask and both of them are damaged 
when separated. 
Product Name Thickness (µm) Pre-bake @ 65°C (min) 
Soft-bake @ 
65°C (min) 
SU-8 50 
40 5 15 
50 6 20 
100 10 30 
SU-8 100 
100 10 30 
150 20 50 
250 30 90 
 
Table 2-3 The soft baking times according to thickness of SU-8 photoresist[127] 
 10	  
2.3.1.5 UV exposure 
 
UV exposure is a significant step to transfer the pattern onto the SU-8 photoresist. UV light is 
radiated through the chrome working mask to the SU-8 photoresist coated silicon wafer. Unlike 
the positive photoresist, the negative photoresist, SU-8, is initially not a polymerised resin and 15	  
can be dissolved by a suitable developer. However when it is exposed to UV light, the photoacid 
generator decomposes generating a strong acid, hexafluoroantimonic acid by photon energy. The 
acid activates the cross-linking reaction in the resin and the exposed SU-8 photoresist is 
polymerised. As a result, the boundary between the cross-linked and bare SU-8 photoresist 
appears and the pattern is formed. The SU-8 photoresist exposed to UV remains on the wafer but 20	  
the unexposed is removed by the developer solution. Figure 2-9 depicts the schematic of 
patterning with a negative photoresist, SU-8. 
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Figure 2-9 Schematic of patterning with a negative photoresist, SU-8. 
 
The SU-8 photoresist is optimised for the range from 350 to 400 nm of UV so the i-line (365nm) 
is the optimal UV. It is because the SU-8 photoresist shows low absorbance in the UV range. It is 5	  
transparent and insensitive above approximately 400 nm however the absorbance dramatically 
increases below 350 nm[123]. This property allows the SU-8 photoresist to realise a high aspect 
ratio structure though the thick layer. If the UV absorbance is high, it will be tough for even 
excessive UV exposure to provide sufficient energy at the bottom of the resin through the thick 
layer. The starting point of the exposure time is determined from the exposure energy vs. the film 10	  
thickness data given by the company followed by optimisation.   
In this work, a mercury lamp was used for SU-8 photoresist, which includes three types of UV 
wavelength; g-line (436 nm), h-line (405 nm) and i-line (365 nm).  
 
2.3.1.6 Post-exposure bake (PEB) 15	  
 
The next step is referred to as a post-exposure bake (PEB). It amplifies and improves the cross-
linking of the exposed SU-8 photoresist. The cross-linking was activated by UV exposure but it 
could be insufficient to obtain the optimum density to prevent from dissolving steadily in a 
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developer solution. The initiated cross-linking is further progressed by thermal energy. Besides it 
increases adhesion between the SU-8 photoresist and the substrate surface as well. As a result, 
the boundary between the exposed and the unexposed areas becomes clearer and a fine pattern 
can be achieved.  
PEB is performed using two step baking same as the soft bake but with shorter baking times. 5	  
Table 2-4 shows the recommended PEB procedures. Following the PEB, the SU-8 photoresist 
should be cooled down steadily at room temperature in a same way as the soft bake. Otherwise 
fractures will be caused. 
Product Name Thickness (µm) 1
st PEB @ 65°C 
(min) 
2nd PEB @ 65°C 
(min) 
SU-8 50 
40 1 4 
50 1 5 
100 1 10 
SU-8 100 
100 1 10 
150 1 12 
250 1 20 
 
Table 2-4 The post-exposure bake parameters for the SU-8 photoresist[127] 10	  
 
2.3.1.7 Development 
 
Development is the final step and important to form the precise pattern as designed. When the 
post-exposre-baked SU-8 photoresist is immersed into a developer solution containing 2-15	  
methoxy-1-methylethyl acetate (Microposit EC Solvent, Chestrech Ltd, UK), as previously 
shown in Figure 2-9, the unexposed (non-cross-linked) area is dissolved by the developer and the 
exposed (cross-linked) area remains on the silicon wafer. At last, the latent pattern clearly 
appears. There are three problems to avoid in the develop process: under-development, 
incomplete-development and over-development. These phenomena are illustrated in Figure 2-10.  20	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Figure 2-10 the development issues 
The under-development and incomplete-development have the SU-8 photoresist which should 
have been removed. These cases can be solved by longer time of development or UV exposure. 
Over-development causes poorly-defined and damaged SU-8 patterns. Table 2-5 suggests the 5	  
recommended developing times but optimisation by repetitive experimentation is required 
because it depends on the samples and the environmental conditions. The developed samples are 
rinsed in deionised water for the last step. 
Product Name Thickness (µm) Development (min) 
SU-8 50 
40 6 
50 6 
100 10 
SU-8 100 
100 10 
150 15 
250 20 
 
Table 2-5 Recommended developing times for the SU-8 photoresist[127] 10	  
 
2.3.1.8 Hydrophobic surface treatment 
 
The fabricated SU-8 master mould can be used for PDMS casting directly. However the mould 
was treated with a hydrophobic coating to increase the life-time of the mould and to prevent 15	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damage to both the SU-8 master mould and the PDMS replica mould by a stiction force when 
they are separated. The hydrophobic surface acts as an antistiction layer that decreases the 
surface energy. Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coatings have been widely used in 
microfabrication to control the surface energy[128]. The SAM precursor is highly reactive so a 
monolayer is formed by reaction with functional groups on the surface of substrates. There are 5	  
two major methods, liquid and vapour SAM. The former one literally uses a liquid solution, 
whereas the latter uses a vaporised precursor under vacuum condition. In general, vapour SAM 
has been preferred in microfabrication due to attractive benefits listed below[129]. 
1. Simple process and feasibility for mass-production 
2. No waste of organic chemical 10	  
3. High reproducibility and reliability 
4. Easy to cover large areas and nanostructures 
The liquid SAM offers relatively cheap costs and strong chemical bonding however it has several 
issues in comparison to the vapour SAM such as a long reaction time, insufficient controls for 
nanostructures and low reproducibility and reliability for large samples. 15	  
For the SU-8 master mould, trichloro (1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl) silane, also called FOTS, 
has been used as a precursor of the vapour SAM to alter the surface to a hydrophobic condition. 
It has been reported that the surface treated by FOTS vapour SAM provides very high contact 
angle over 100° with water. As described in Figure 2-11, it is a chlorosilane-based precursor and 
forms a monolayer creating SI-O bonds on the surface.[129] The FOTS SAM grows through two 20	  
steps. Firstly hydroxyl groups are formed by the reaction between the active head group (Si-Cl) 
and H2O vapour. It then reacts with hydroxyl groups on the surface of the substrates. The 
concentration of the water vapour is significant to obtain a good quality SAM because low-
coverage SAM and aggregations will result from lack and excess of the water vapour 
respectively[129]. 25	  
A small cylindrical container including one or two FOTS drops was placed with the SU-8 master 
moulds in a vacuum desiccator and left for at least 3 hours.  
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Figure 2-11 The hydrophobic surface treatment by a vapour SAM using a precursor, FOTS. 
 
2.3.2 Acrylate master fabrication 
 5	  
Whilst the TPE droplet devices were produced from the SU-8 master mould, the acrylate master 
mould was used for the TPE LC separation device (Figure 2-1). In this work, the channel 
dimension of the LC column was based on the commercial stainless steel HPLC column, Luna® 
5 µm C18(2) (1mm diameter x 50mm length). It was designed in millimetre (1mm width x 1mm 
height x 50mm length) and fabrication using the SU-8 presented significant difficulties. 10	  
Therefore acrylate master moulds were made by the micro-stereolithography technique. 
Micro-stereolithography is a novel microfabrication process to fabricate polymer moulds and 3D 
microstructures by solidifying a photo-reactive liquid monomer in a layer by layer fashion [130]. 
The basic mechanism of the micro-stereolithography fabrication is shown in Figure 2-12. Firstly 
the mould is designed in three-dimensions by CAD software then the design is divided into 2D 15	  
layers with certain thickness (approximately 10µm). The photo-reactive solution, which consists 
of a monomer and a photoinitiator, is placed in a chamber and is polymerised layer by layer by 
UV light or laser beam. The focus of the light source is fixed and only the sample stage moves. 
The stage is moved in the x-y axis by software to solidify one of the sliced 2D layers. Once one 
layer is done, the stage moves downward for a next layer. After polymerisation of all of the 20	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layers following the design, the acrylate master mould is fabricated for the LC separation 
channel, as shown in Figure 2-13. Perfactory ® R11 resin was selected as the photo-reactive 
acrylate for this work. 
 
Figure 2-12 Microstereolithography fabrication (a) the mechanism and (b) an image of the 5	  
equipment 
 
Figure 2-13 The acrylate master mould for LC separation channel 
 
 10	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2.3.3 PDMS mould replica 
 
In general, microfluidic devices are cast from a relief master mould directly, whereas intaglio 
master moulds are fabricated using SU-8 and acrylate polymer because TPE microchannels are 
casted from the PDMS replica mould which, in turn, was made from the intaglio master moulds 5	  
for the ease of fabrication.  
After the SU-8 master mould for droplet devices and the acrylate master mould for LC 
separation channel were prepared, PDMS replicas were moulded. PDMS was prepared by 
mixing a resin and its catalyst with a ratio 10:1 then the mixture was degassed in a vacuum 
desiccator to remove bubbles. The master moulds were placed in square petri-dishes and the 10	  
prepared PDMS was poured into the dishes 3-4 mm higher than the surface of the master moulds. 
After the PDMS was levelled, degassing was repeated to ensure an even and bubble free surface 
for the channels. Next PDMS on the SU-8 master mould was cured in the oven at 65 °C for 3 
hours. However PDMS on the acrylate master mould is cured at 40 °C overnight, since the 
acrylate mould begins to crack above 50 °C. The fully cured PDMS replicas shown in Figure 2-15	  
14 were used as a working mould to cast TPE microfluidic devices.  
 
 
Figure 2-14 The PDMS replica moulds cast from (a) the SU-8 master mould for TPE droplet device 
and (b) the acrylate master mould for LC separation channel. 20	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2.4 Thermoset polyester device 
 
In this work, a new moulding technique was developed to fabricate microfluidic devices using 
TPE material. 
 5	  
2.4.1 Thermoset polyester channel casting 
 
After the PDMS replica moulds were fabricated, TPE microchannels were cast for the robust 
microfluidic devices. Once the TPE was completely cured, it is difficult to bond to substrates 
even if the surface treatment is conducted. Therefore TPE was cured in the two steps. TPE resin 10	  
and the MEKP catalyst were mixed in a ratio of 100 : 1 (w/w), degassed and decanted onto the 
PDMS moulds. The resulting structure was partially cured in an oven for 10 min at 60 °C. In the 
meantime, the substrates (PET) were sonicated in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and dried in a stream 
of N2 gas. The semi-cured TPE microchannel that has a jelly-like consistency was separated 
from the PDMS mould then attached to substrates (PET, COC or TPE) to seal the microchannels. 15	  
It can easily be removed from PDMS replica mould but adheres and potentially damages the SU-
8 master mould. In addition, the flexibility of PDMS greatly facilities this process step. Finally, 
the entire device was heated at 76 °C for 1 hr to complete the TPE cure and then cooled down to 
room temperature over several minutes. A schematic of the TPE channel fabrication from the 
PDMS replica mould is shown in Figure 2-15. 20	  
 
Figure 2-15 Schematic of the TPE microchannel fabrication from the PDMS replica mould (a) TPE 
pouring into the PDMS mould, (b) peeling off the semi-cured TPE (jelly-like) at 60 °C for 10min 
and (c) bonding onto the substrates. 
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2.4.2 Device bonding 
 
Prior to bonding the semi-cured TPE onto the substrates, the surface of the substrates was treated 
with an O2 plasma to obtain strong sealing of TPE microchannels. The oxygen plasma is known 5	  
to increase oxygen containing functional groups on the surface of polymer substrates such as 
PET and COC. It leads to the formation of additional O-C=O groups or enrichment of C-O 
groups on the surface [15, 131-133]. Accordingly, the optimised thermal bonding protocol used 
oxygen plasma treatment at 70 W for 12 sec and post-annealing at 76 °C for I hr during the full 
curing step. 10	  
2.4.3 Interconnectors to connect tubing 
 
Polyaryletheretherketone (PEEK) unions (phenomenex®, USA) were cut into half using the 
Isomet low speed diamond saw (Buehler Ltd, USA) then glued as connectors on the inlet and 
outlet to connect tubing.(Figure 2-16) These PEEK unions were produced for PEEK tubing with 15	  
1/16 inches (1.5 mm) outer diameter (OD).  
 
 
Figure 2-16 whole and half-cut PEEK union 
 20	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3 Droplet generation using TPE device 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter reports the fabrication and testing of droplet-based microfluidic devices using 5	  
thermoset polyester (TPE). The optical characteristics of the fabricated devices were assessed to 
test the feasibility of optical detection for droplets. The substrate’s ability to withstand high 
pressure also was investigated for droplet generation with high frequency. The effect of 
temperature and oxygen plasma treatment on bonding efficiency below and above the Tg (glass 
transition temperature) of PET. Results are reported on droplet generation under various 10	  
conditions by adjusting flow-rates and the oil viscosity. 
 
3.2 Materials and methodology 
 
3.2.1 Materials 15	  
 
TPE (CFS, Fibreglass, UK) was prepared as explained in Chapter 2 and PET (Daedong Polymer, 
South Korea) was used as substrate in this work. Trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-per-ﬂuoroctyl) silane 
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was used to silanise the TPE microchannels using a vapour-SAM process 
for droplet generation.  20	  
For droplet experiments, 3M ﬂuorinated oils (3M Fluorinert, USA) mixed with a surfactant, 
1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorooctanol (PFO, Sigma-Aldrich) (10:1 v/v) and water were used as the 
continuous and dispersed phases. Three oils, FC 77, 40 and 70 were selected to investigate 
droplet generation in TPE devices. Their dynamic viscosities are 1.3 mPa·s, 4.1 mPa·s and 24 
mPa·s respectively. 25	  
3.2.2 Device fabrication 
 
TPE droplet devices were fabricated using the new moulding technique described in Chapter 2. 
Device layout and examination of the fabricated devices are described below. 
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3.2.2.1 Device layout and design 
 
As illustrated in Figure 3-1, the flow-focusing configuration was chosen to generate droplets in 
the droplet-based TPE microfluidic devices. The TPE microchannel was designed with 100 µm 
width and 150 µm height using AutoCAD 2006 software. It contains two inlets to introduce 5	  
aqueous and oil phases and one outlet. 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Design and dimension for TPE droplet flow device with flow-focusing configuration 
 10	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3.2.2.2 Fabrication procedure 
 
Fabrication process of the TPE droplet flow device is shown schematically in Figure 3-2. It 
started with the 150 µm thick SU-8 patterned master mould. After replicating the PDMS mould, 
the TPE droplet device can be fabricated in two different ways to form the inlet and outlet ports. 5	  
They can be produced by either a drilling process or by casting from PDMS pillars. In case of the 
former, the centre of the PDMS mould was surrounded with 4mm thick walls to define the final 
outside dimensions of the device. Next, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b), inlets and an outlet were 
drilled mechanically on PET substrates then bonded with the semi-cured TPE slab. Finally, the 
interconnects were attached and the assembly was fully cured at 76 °C for 1hr. In this process, 10	  
the PDMS replica mould was used directly without any further processing. However it is a major 
inconvenience that each PET substrate has to be drilled individually with resulting variability, 
risk of breakage and the danger of swarf entering the channels. 
For the reasons described above, PDMS pillars were used to improve the process, to mould the 
holes for the inlet/outlet. After surrounding the PDMS walls on the PDMS replica mould, PDMS 15	  
pillars were attached on the reservoirs and fixed by applying non-cured PDMS mixture solution 
followed by curing in the usual way. The pillars were prepared by punching 4 mm thick PDMS 
pieces using a biopsy punch (1 mm inner diameter, KAI industries, Japan). This results in a 
PDMS replica mould containing pillars for inlet/outlet, which can be used continuously without 
additional steps for inlet/outlet. The semi-cured TPE microchannel including inlet/outlet was 20	  
bonded to the PET substrate and interconnects and then fully cured as a final step. 
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Figure 3-2 TPE droplet flow device fabrication (a) PDMS replica mould fabrication (b) iv) TPE 
semi-curing at 60 °C, 10 min, v) drilling inlet/outlet on PET substrate, vi) the semi-cured TPE 
microchannel bonding with the PET substrate and attachment of interconnects vii) full-curing at 
76 °C, 1 hr and (c) iv) PDMS pillar attachment for inlet/outlet, v) TPE semi-curing at 60 °C, 10 min, 5	  
vi) the semi-cured TPE microchannel bonding with the PET substrate and attachment of 
interconnects, vii) full-curing at 76 °C, 1 hr. 
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3.2.2.3 Device examination 
 
The fabricated TPE microchannel was investigated using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
Figure 3-3 shows images of the fabricated TPE droplet device. The overall image of the TPE 
droplet device is shown in Figure 3-3 (a). Figure 3-3 (b), (c) and (d) are the SEM images of 5	  
microchannel on the SU-8 master mould, PDMS replica mould and TPE device respectively. It 
can be seen that TPE-based microfluidic channels were precisely replicated from the moulds, 
having 100 µm width and 150 µm height as designed. 
 
 10	  
Figure 3-3 The fabricated TPE microchannels (a) The fabricated TPE droplet-based microfluidic 
device, SEM images of (b) the microhannel of SU-8 master mould, (c) the micochannel of PDMS 
replica mould and (d) the TPE microchannel. 
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The features in the moulds were also inversely transferred to those in the TPE. In these experiments, the 
smallest pattern confirmed was 15 µm with pillar structures, as shown in Figure 3-4 (a). Furthermore 
Figure 3-4 (b), (c) and (d) show that various other patterns can be fabricated as well using the 
same techniques. Higher resolution is possible but additional optimisation will be necessary to 
prevent the walls of patterns from sticking together or being buried. This could be achieved by 5	  
adjusting the semi-curing time.   
 
Figure 3-4 SEM images of various TPE micro-patterns replicated from PDMS moulds (a) 15 µm 
width holes, (b) 50 µm and 100 µm width channels, (c) 50 µm channels and (d) 50 µm square 
patterns. 10	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3.3 Characterisation 
 
Diverse characterisations have been conducted to assess the suitability of the TPE microfluidic 
devices for experiments under high pressure such as HPLC separation and high frequency 
droplet generation. Optical and mechanical properties were assessed and droplet generation were 5	  
also performed.  
3.3.1 Optical transmittance of TPE 
 
The optical transparency of device materials is an important characteristic since sensitive optical 
detection methods such as laser-induced fluorescence, UV/Vis and Raman scattering are required 10	  
and commonly used for detection of small sample volume in microfluidlcs [118, 134, 135]. 
 
3.3.1.1 Basic principles of the methodology 
 
Optical transmittance of substrate materials was measured using a LAMBDA 25 UV/Vis 15	  
spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, UK) illustrated schematically in Figure 3-5. Basically it 
consists of three parts, a light source, a diffraction grating and a detector. Light is radiated from 
the source such as a deuterium arc lamp and xenon arc lamp. The light is split and diffracted to 
different wavelengths by a diffraction grating. Light of different wavelengths passes through the 
sample (solid samples herein) and the intensity of light at any given wavelength is detected by an 20	  
optical detector such as a photomultiplier tube or a photodiode. The wavelengths can be scanned 
or deconvoluted from a white source by using a Fourier transform. The intensity of light passing 
through a sample (I) is measured and compared with its intensity before it passes though the 
sample (I0). The ratio between I and I0 is the transmittance and is normally described as a 
percentage (% T). The absorbance, A is obtained from: 25	   𝐴 =   − log(%𝑇 100%) 
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Figure 3-5 Schematic of a wavelength-selectable UV-Vis spectrometer 
 
3.3.2 Pressure resistance test of TPE device 
 5	  
Bonding (i.e. the enclosure of open microchannels) is a critical step in any microfabrication 
process[136] and for thermoplastics this can be achieved by thermal fusion bonding[137], 
adhesive bonding[138] and solvent bonding [139, 140]. Here thermal fusion bonding was 
employed. 
The TPE slab partially cured at 60 °C was thermally bonded with the PET substrate. The effect 10	  
of temperature and oxygen plasma treatment on bonding efﬁciency below and above the Tg 
(glass transition temperature) of PET were investigated. 
To measure the burst pressure (a sudden pressure drop due to leakage from the channel interface), 
outlets were blocked by cap screws and water slowly introduced into the microchannel at the rate 
of 20 µl/min through the inlet. The back-pressure was monitored using an Agilent HP 1050 15	  
pump. The burst pressure test is shown schematically in Figure 3-6. When water leakage from 
the interface was first observed because of the device burst, the maximum back-pressure was 
recorded. 
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Figure 3-6 Burst pressure test procedure (a) fill channels with water, (b) block an oil inlet and 
outlet using a cap screw and keep flowing water at the rate of 20 µl/min and (c) check the highest 
back-pressure before a burst. 
 5	  
3.3.3 Droplet generation 
 
 
Figure 3-7 Experimental set-up with a high speed camera for droplet generation 
 10	  
The physical properties of the two immiscible ﬂuids (such as surface tension, density and 
viscosity) control droplet generation and movement in microﬂuidic channels. Interfacial tension 
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between the two ﬂuids can be controlled by adding surfactant at varying concentrations. 
Viscosity is an intrinsic characteristic and it is therefore worth investigating the effect of 
viscosity on droplet production within TPE-based microﬂuidic devices. The range of estimated 
operating pressures is from 0 to approximately 6 MPa. 
For the droplet generation experiments, a high speed camera (Phantom®, USA) was used to 5	  
record droplet production and the recorded images analyzed using an image processing algorithm 
developed in MatLab® (Mathworks, Cambridge, UK). The two immiscible ﬂuids were injected 
using precision syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus, USA) in a range of volumetric ﬂow rates: 50 
to 250 µl/min for the oils and 10 to 60 µl/min for water. The experimental set-up is shown in 
Figure 3-7. 10	  
	  
3.4 Results 
 
3.4.1 Optical transmittance 
 15	  
The optical transmittance of fully cured TPE samples was measured with other polymer 
materials between 200 nm and 800 nm. All of the samples have 1 mm thickness and showed high 
transmittance over 80% at 400 nm. The transmittance of TPE decreased rapidly for wavelengths 
below 400 nm as shown in Figure 3-8 whereas the others transmit down to 300 nm. In the cases 
of COC and PDMS, they have approximately 40 % transmittance in the range of deep-UV (200-20	  
300 nm). Therefore TPE is only suitable in the visible light range. Fortunately it can be applied 
for LIF detection that is one of the most widely used detection techniques in bioanalysis, even 
though the transmittance was the lowest in the measured materials for the excitatory wavelength 
because typical fluorescent probes are excited and emit between 400 nm and 800 nm. 
 25	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Figure 3-8 Optical transmittance spectra of materials used in this study 
	  
In addition, the effect of the thickness on the optical transmittance of TPE was examined (Figure 
3-9). Three different thicknesses (1, 2 and 3mm) of TPE were selected. As it becomes thicker, it 5	  
was expected that the transmittance decreases. However the effect was modest. The slightly 
higher transmittance of the 2 mm TPE than the 1 mm might be caused by unexpected surface 
conditions such as uneven surface, particles or defects. However it has been reported in 2004 by 
Chiu that the optical transmittance of TPE can be improved using a very thin layer (tens of 
micrometers)[141]. The spin-coated TPE with 10 µm thickness on the bare glass caused 10	  
negligible attenuation down to approximately 300 nm. Therefore the low transmittance of TPE 
can be overcome by the use of a thin layer on a glass substrate. 
 
Figure 3-9 Optical transmittance spectra as a function of TPE thickness 
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3.4.2 Thermal resistance of TPE device 
 
The heat deflection temperature (HDT) is 72 °C based on the manufacturer’s data sheet therefore 
TPE materials can be deformed by external forces such as bending or pressing forces above HDT. 
However we were able to confirm that TPE microchannels maintained their structure without 5	  
external forces up to 150 °C. TPE microchannel was left in an oven, increasing temperature and 
it began to slightly bend from 150 °C, even though there is no external force. 
3.4.3 Pressure resistance of TPE 
 
 10	  
Figure 3-10 burst pressure measurement of PDMS and TPE devices as a function of various 
bonding conditions. (Each error bar represents standard deviation of 3 samples with the same 
condition.) 
Fig. 3-10 illustrates the inﬂuence of bonding temperature and O2 plasma treatment on the device 
burst pressure in addition to a comparison of PDMS and TPE devices. Thermally bonded 15	  
PDMS/PDMS and PDMS/glass bonded using an O2 surface treatment (0.52 MPa and 1.2 MPa 
respectively) exhibit a much lower pressure resistance than TPE devices. Furthermore exposure 
of the PET surface to O2 plasma has a significant effect on the strength of the TPE bond. 
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Bonding at 60 °C and 76 °C without O2 plasma treatment led to burst pressures of 8.2 and 6.01 
MPa respectively. The O2 plasma treatment yields an approximately 2-fold increase in the burst 
pressure (16.4 and 17.8 MPa, p < 0.01). It is noted that the bonding strength between different 
materials depends on both thermal expansion coefﬁcients and surface forces [142]. O2 plasma 
treatment increases the latter due to the increase of the oxygen containing functional groups on 5	  
the surface; the resulting surface forces overwhelm the residual thermal stresses. The bonding at 
60 °C between TPE and TPE materials was also substantially stronger without the surface 
treatment than any of the PDMS devices, showing 8 MPa pressure resistance. 
 
3.4.4 Droplet generation 10	  
 
3.4.4.1 Droplet size control 
 
We investigated how the size of the generated droplets varies as a function of the ratio of water 
ﬂow rate to oil ﬂow rate (water fraction) and the oil viscosity. Images of the generated droplets 15	  
under selected conditions are shown in Figure 3-11. The water fraction was controlled from 
0.038 to 0.545 at the range of volumetric flow rates of the two immiscible fluids, adjusting the 
water flow rate (2, 20 and 60 µl/min) under the constant oil flow rate (50 µl/min). As expressed 
in Equation 1-14, the droplet size decreased with the increase of viscosity. 
 20	  
 
Figure 3-11 Images of droplets as a function of water fraction and viscosity of the carrier fluid 
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The droplet diameter generated under each condition is plotted in Figure 3-12.  As the water 
fraction rises, the droplet size increases. It can be seen that higher viscosity of the oil phase is 
beneﬁcial in generating smaller droplets in a ﬂow-focusing conﬁguration. The smallest droplets 
achievable have a diameter of 35 µm (22 picolitre-volume) at a water fraction of 0.038 and with 
FC 70 as the continuous phase. In contrast to other oils, a rapid decrease in the droplet size was 5	  
also observed below the water fraction of 0.1 when FC 70 was used. 
 
Figure 3-12 The diameter of droplets as a function of water fraction and viscosity of the carrier 
fluid. (Each error bar represents standard deviation of 3 samples with the same condition.) 
 10	  
3.4.4.2 Droplet frequency control 
 
The variation of droplet generation frequency as a function of both the ﬂow rate of oil and water 
was also investigated.  Droplets separated from the central stream more quickly when using 
higher viscous carrier ﬂuids and faster oil ﬂow rates (Fig. 3-13 (a–c)). In the case of FC-77 and 15	  
FC-40, generation frequency gradually increases with the total ﬂow-rate, with the highest 
frequencies obtained being 349 Hz and 548 Hz respectively at 60 µl/min of water with 250 
µl/min oil. The lowest frequencies were observed at 10 µl/min of water with 50 µl/min oil, 
producing droplets with 35 Hz and 47 Hz respectively. Conversely, a dramatic increase in the  
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Figure 3-13 The frequency of droplet generation as a function of flow rates and viscosity of the 
carrier fluids (a) FC-77 (1.3 mPa·s), (b) FC-40 (4.1 mPa·s) and (c) FC-70 (24 mPa·s) * The dots on 
the figure represent experiments. 
 5	  
frequency was observed with FC-70 at high total ﬂow rates and low water fractions. As the water 
fraction rises at high total ﬂow rates, the generation frequency decreases again because of the 
ﬂuctuating laminar segment and is further propagated downstream from 30 µl/min of water with 
250 µl/min oil by the high capillary number, as shown in Figure 3-14 (b). It became more serious 
at 50 and 60 µl/min of water with 250 µl/min FC70 oil and those frequencies were not included 10	  
in the ﬁgure. They were input as 0 Hz. The maximum frequency obtained was 1733 Hz at a 
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water ﬂow rate of 20 µl/min and an FC-70 ﬂow rate of 250 µl/min. At higher water ﬂow rates, 
droplets were not generated consistently because of the transition between ‘geometrically-
controlled’ breakup and ‘dripping’ in the ﬂow-focusing conﬁguration. In conclusion, the 
frequency of droplet generation was controlled from 35 to 1733 Hz by adjusting the volumetric 
flow rates of the two immiscible fluids. 5	  
 
 
Figure 3-14 Droplet generation using FC 70 oil (a) 1733Hz generation with constant size of droplets 
(20µl/min water-250µl/min oil) (b) the fluctuating laminar segment due to the high capillary 
number (50µl/min water-250µl/min oil) 10	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The pressures at the ﬂow-rates for highest frequency generation were approximately 4.46– 5.79 
MPa. These are signiﬁcantly above the maximum pressures that can be sustained by PDMS 
devices. Pressures were estimated from Poiseuille’s law:  ∆𝑃 =    !"#!"#!!!                                              (3-2) 
where ∆P is the pressure drop, µ is the dynamic viscosity, L is the length of tube, Q is the 5	  
volumetric ﬂow rate and d is the diameter of tube. As shown the Equation (3-2), the pressure 
drop through the tube is proportional to viscosity. When deionised water (1 mPa·s at 20 °C) was 
introduced into the device at 260 and 270 µl/min, it showed 0.18–0.24 MPa of pressure drop 
with the TPE device. Then the pressure by FC-70 was estimated using the back pressure of the 
water and the ratio of their viscosities based on the equation. Accordingly, it was successfully 10	  
demonstrated that the TPE devices are able to generate small volume droplets at high generation 
frequencies where PDMS device is burst. This is limited by the capillary number that is low 
enough not to cause the laminar segment. 
 
3.5 Conclusions 15	  
 
Droplet-based microﬂuidic devices have been successfully fabricated using TPE materials for 
high frequency generation of droplets using a simple, quick and low cost fabrication process. 
Characterisation studies conﬁrm that TPE droplet devices are suitable for integration with optical 
detection and have excellent mechanical properties that allow operation at pressures required for 20	  
high frequency droplet generation over 1 kHz. The diameter and frequency of the generated 
droplets were precisely and easily controlled by simply adjusting the volumetric flow rates of the 
two immiscible fluids. For further works, droplet generation over 10 kHz can possibly be 
achieved using a narrower TPE channel produced using the protocols above. Proposed 
applications include using these devices to interface between different separation techniques in 25	  
high throughput biological experiments. 
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4 Separation using HPLC channel column in TPE device 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter, LC separation columns were formed in TPE channels using two different column 5	  
materials: particulate and polymer monolithic columns. The packed channels were investigated 
by SEM. In addition, permeability was calculated from back-pressures measured as a function of 
flow-rates and compared with columns. Neurotransmitters were separated by the columns to 
estimate performance. 
 10	  
4.2 Backgrounds 
 
4.2.1 Stationary phase for HPLC 
 
Since the core mechanism of separation in HPLC is the interaction force in the column, the 15	  
packing materials and stationary phase dictate the separation performance such as selectivity, 
resolution and plate number. HPLC can be categorised into four different types according to the 
retention mechanism by various packing materials and these are summarised in Table 4-1. Of 
those types, the reverse-phased (RP) column where separation is dominated by partition is the 
most widely used and accounts for approximately 75% of HPLC runs. The partition is caused by 20	  
strong hydrophobic character of the stationary phase that is very retentive[25]. The major factors 
to consider are pore and particle size of the stationary phase support because larger pore size 
leads to good permeability and low backpressure. Moreover, smaller particles result in the 
reduction of C term (mass transfer term) in the Van Deemter equation (Equation 1.8) by shorter 
diffusion length. Therefore the reduction of the particle size of the stationary phase support is 25	  
very important for obtaining maximum efficiency[143, 144]. 
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 Separation mode Principle 
1. Adsorption Solute is adsorbed on the surface of the solid particles and 
equilibrium between the stationary and mobile phase accounts 
for separation of different solutes. 
2. Partition Solute molecules partitioned between the stationary liquid and a 
separate mobile liquid phase. The liquid stationary phase forms 
a thin film on the surface of a solid support and solute 
equilibrates between the stationary liquid and the mobile phase. 
3. Ion-exchange Retains solute molecules based on coulombic (ionic) 
interactions. Stationary phase surface displays ionic functional 
groups that interact with solute ions of opposite charge. 
4. Molecular 
Size-exclusion 
Does not rely on attractive interaction between solute and 
stationary phase. It separates molecules based on molecular 
sizes of components that result in different diffusional path 
lengths through the column packing (gel). 
 
Table 4-1 Different HPLC types by separation principles in the column (Reproduced from [60]) 
 
4.2.1.1 Microparticulate column 
 5	  
In RP-HPLC, Knox and Parcher first reported the effect of the column to particle diameter ratio 
on dispersion using columns packed with spherical glass beads in 1969 [145]. Packing materials 
are classified into three kinds of silica particles: non-porous, totally porous and superficially 
porous silica particles. A conventional silica particle is a fully porous 3-5µm silica particle on 
which non-polar molecules such as octadecylsilane (ODS or C18) are adsorbed or chemically 10	  
bonded, providing sufficient surface area to retain analytes. However the high mass transfer 
resistance into the porous structure results in band broadening and a decrease in efficiency (See 
section 1.3.2.3.). Fused core particles with superficially porous structure were introduced to 
overcome this drawback[146]. 
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Figure 4-1 Fused-core particle compared to totally porous particles. (a) fused-core silica particle 
(1.7 µm diameter silica core and 0.5 µm thickness silica shell) and  (b) conventional 3 µm diameter 
porous silica particle. 
 5	  
As shown in figure 4.1, unlike the 1.5 µm porous C18 particles, 2.7 µm fused-core particles are 
composed of a 1.7 µm solid core covered with 0.5 µm porous shell. The thinner porous structure 
of the fused-core particles causes a much shorter diffusion path for analytes. The analysis speed 
and efficiency is as high as separation by sub-2µm particles, showing approximately half of the 
back pressure of sub-2µm particles for the same column length as well as a reduction of peak 10	  
broadening[146]. Although these new packing materials offer advantages for conventional scale 
HPLC, they are still difficult to pack and offer no advantages for in situ preparation and 
application to micro-fluidic devices for µ-TAS. 
 
4.2.1.2 Monolithic columns 15	  
 
 Monolithic stationary phases potentially offer the advantages of the simple control of 
permeability and surface areas and easy preparation for application within a micro-fluidic 
channel for LOC. There are mainly two kinds of monolithic columns: silica and organic polymer 
based monoliths[143, 144, 147, 148]. 20	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4.2.1.2.1 Silica monoliths 
 
 
Figure 4-2 a cross section of a silica monolith (a) surface showing the macropores (b) surface 
showing the mesopores (Reproduced from [43]) 5	  
 
Two methods for preparation of silica monoliths were introduced in 1996 by Minakuchi [149] 
and by Fields et al.[150] for the first time. The sol-gel technology suggested by Minakuchi 
showed a more uniform monolith construction in comparison to the Fields’ method [147]. A sol-
gel process is usually conducted to prepare silica monoliths, using sequential hydrolysis, 10	  
condensation reactions and subsequent polycondensation of the silica alkoxide precursor, for 
instance, tetraethoxy-silane or tetramethoxy-silane [144, 150, 151]. In this way, a porous silica 
rod was prepared by hydrolytic polycondensation from alkoxysilane that results in phase 
separation of the soluble organic polymers. It includes gelation, ageing and drying. 
Tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) was added to a solution of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) in water and 15	  
a suitable catalyst, such as acetic acid, and was usually stirred at 0°C for 30 min. After injection 
of the resultant homogeneous solution into a cylindrical polycarbonate mould, it was reacted at 
40°. The gelation occurred within 2 h and the gelled sample was subsequently left at the same 
temperature for one day. The formed wet silica rod was immersed in an aqueous ammonium 
hydroxide solution to make the mesoporous (2 nm – 50 nm) structure, followed by washing with 20	  
distilled water. Drying and heat treatment were then performed to decompose organic 
constituents and stabilize the surface of the hydrophilic silica gel [152, 153]. Various silica 
monoliths can be made by changes of materials and conditions such as concentration [149, 150, 
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154, 155]. Figure 4.2 shows the structure of a silica monolith that consists of interconnected 
silica skeletons and a distribution of macropores (over 50 nm). The macropores are an important 
factor that affects the porosity and the skeleton size. Furthermore, surface area is critically 
dependent on size and density of mesopores [144]. Gel shrinkage was observed during the drying 
step, however, this was solved by reduced pressure and specific drying solvents [156]. 5	  
  
4.2.1.2.2 Polymer-based monoliths 
 
  
Figure 4-3 A cross-section of a poly(methyl acrylate) porous monolith(This monolith was fabricated 10	  
in this work.) 
 
Polymer-based monoliths are increasingly considered for monolithic columns in microscale 
separation systems due to the simple in-situ preparation in a capillary or a microchannel, 
reliability of performance and good control [148]. These are typically polyvinyl polymers 15	  
proposed from three materials: monovinyl monomer, divinyl monomers as a cross-linker and an 
initiator. They are mixed with porogenic solvents such as methanol and 1-dedecanol then loaded 
into the channel. Then they are polymerised thermally or by UV light. After polymerisation, a 
solvent is flushed out to remove the porogenic solvents and reaction residues [148]. 
   By using various monomers, a variety of polymeric monolithic columns have been developed 20	  
and investigated, such as poly(methacrylate)-based monolithic stationary phases using cinnamic 
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acid [157], butyl methacrylate [158], octyl methacrylate (MAOE) [159], hexyl-methacrylate 
(HMA) [160], lauryl methacrylate [161] as the monomers and EDMA as the cross-linker; C14 
and C16 poly(acrylamide)-based monoliths [162, 163], poly(styrene-co-DVB-co-MAA) 
monolith [164] and cationic stearyl-acrylate monolithic columns [165]. Recently, a polymeric 
monolith using single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) has been developed by Li et a..[166]. As 5	  
shown in Figure 4-3, the structure is the agglomerated spheroids-like shape unlike the linked 
skeletons-like structure of the silica monolith. 
 
4.2.1.2.3 Characterization of monolithic columns 
 10	  
There are several methods for measuring the porous properties of the monoliths. In general, the 
BET isotherm of nitrogen adsorption and desorption is used to measure the surface area of the 
monolithic polymer. Hysteresis can show the effects of pore size.  Mercury intrusion porosimetry 
shows the porosity and the pore size distribution profiles of the monoliths in dry state. These 
measurements can be used from 10 nm to 150 mm pore sizes, however this method is applicable 15	  
to characterize large pores only because the accuracy in smaller size than 50 nm is insufficient 
due to the compressibility of the polymeric matrix itself [143]. Therefore, inverse size-exclusion 
chromatography (ISEC) often used for the determination of pores smaller than 50 nm. The 
concept of ISEC is based on the measurement of pore volumes that are accessible to polymer 
standards of well-defined molecular sizes [167]. 20	  
The high back pressure results in problems such as the rupture of columns or chips. Therefore it 
should be as low as possible. The back pressure can be interpreted as the permeability of the 
column for the mobile phase. It is related to the amount of the macropores and the surface area 
on the stationary phase. While a large number of micropores (< 2 nm) and mesopores (2–50 nm) 
should be introduced into the polymer in order to create a large surface area[143], large 25	  
macropores with diameters over 50 nm make a contribution to the permeability rather than the 
overall surface area. In simple terms, a balance between low flow resistance and large surface 
area is necessary. The pore size distributions can be carefully controlled by the optimization of 
the polymerisation conditions [143]. 
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4.2.1.2.4 Disadvantages and limitations 
 
Monolithic stationary phases are prone to several problems [147]: (i) swelling of the polymeric 
monolith stationary phase in organic solvents and (ii) the difficulty of using silica monoliths at 
high (over pH 10) and low pH (below pH 2) due to dissolution and dehydration. In the case of 5	  
the monolithic columns with wall-supported continuous porous beds, similar problems arose: 
swelling of organic polymer in solvent and instability of silica-based monolithic column under 
extreme conditions. Surface damage to the octadecylsilica particle-sintered monolithic 
columns[168] reduced retentive characteristics for some particle-entrapped monolithic 
columns[169] and poor efficiency for particle loaded monolithic columns[170-172] in particle-10	  
fixed monolithic columns. 
 
4.2.2 Grafting layer 
 
Monoliths should be covalently attached to the surface of microchannels because voids and gaps 15	  
at the interface result in significant loss of separation efficiency. Unlike for the glass substrate, 
surface primer reagents such as silane moieties are not suitable for polymer surfaces [173]. As a 
result, it is likely that bonding of the monoliths is poor within polymer microchannels. Therefore 
the channel surface needs to be modified prior to the in-situ preparation of the monolith: so-
called grafting techniques. 20	  
The grafting technique generates a thin polymer grafting layer on the surface triggered by 
thermal methods or photopolymerisation. The grafting layer holds the monoliths firmly during 
polymerisation within microchannels, preventing shrinkage [174]. Photografting by UV light is 
preferred for microfluidic devices due to the easy and selective formation within channels. 
Benzophenone is one of the most widely used photoinitiators for photografting and the 25	  
mechanism has been studied by Ranby [173]. The hydrogen-abstracting photoinitiator such as 
benzophenone is excited by UV irradiation and abstracts hydrogen from the substrate surface 
[175-180].  It creates reactive chains on the surface. Since the abstractable hydrogen atoms exists 
in the chains as well, branched and crosslinked architectures continue to grow during 
polymerisation, as shown in Figure 4.4[173]. The reactive networks result in covalent bonding 30	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with the monoliths, providing the mechanical support to the monoliths without the gaps at the 
monolith-channel interface. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Schematic representation of branched (a, b) and crosslinked (c) polymer architectures 5	  
prepared using photografting initiated by benzophenone. (Adapted from [173]] 
 
4.3 Materials 
 
4.3.1 Device materials 10	  
 
The acrylate master mould was used to make the PDMS replica mould. The column channel was 
fabricated using TPE and PET was selected as a substrate. (see section 2.3.2.) 
 
4.3.1.1 Packing materials 15	  
 
TPE channels were packed using two different materials: particulate and monolithic polymer 
columns. 
4.3.1.1.1 C18-bonded silica particles 
 20	  
The TPE channel was packed using C18, also called octadecylsilane (ODS), bonded silica 
particles (ODS, Hypersil, Phenomenex®, USA) for the reverse-phase HPLC particulate column.  
The particle has 5 µm diameter, 10 nm pore size and can be used in pH range 1.5-10. Most of 
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silanol groups on the surface of spherical silica support are bonded with non-polar ODS groups 
which give a highly hydrophobic stationary phase. However there remain some unreacted 
silanols that cause the reduction of chromatographic performances evident from features such as 
tailing, poor resolution and excessive retention [25]. Such polar groups are blocked with 
silylating agents such as trimethylchlorosilane by the “end-capping” process.  Figure 4.5 shows 5	  
the C18 particle and a schematic of its surface structure including ODS-bonded groups, end-
capped silanols and residual free silanols. 
 
Figure 4-5 (a) C18-bonded silica particle [reproduced from [181]] and (b) its surface structure 
(Adapted from [25]] 10	  
 
4.3.1.1.2 Poly(methyl acrylate) polymer 
 
The photo-initiated and polymer-based monolithic column was selected for its shorter 
polymerisation time and potential for selective polymerisation in channels. Silica-based 15	  
monolithic columns are generally thermally-initiated and need from a few hours to one day to 
polymerise by thermal energy. It is also difficult to make patterns in channels because of the use 
of heat energy which is difficult to localise over such extended times. In contrast, the polymer-
based monolithic column can be polymerised by photo-initiation and it is easy to polymerise 
selectively in channels by UV exposure through a patterned transparent mask. 20	  
Ethylene diacrylate (EDA), methyl methacrylate (MMA) and benzophenone (BP) were used as a 
monomer, cross-linker and photo-initiator respectively for the photografting layer. Poly (methyl 
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acrylate) polymer based on butyl methacrylate (BuMA) and ethylene demethacrylate (EDMA) 
was used for a reverse-phased monolithic LC column, since its hydrophobicity is comparable to 
conventional ODS reversed phases.  
A hydrophobicity index (HI) was studied to characterise the hydrophobic character  of  the 
stationary phase in  reversed-phase  high-performance  liquid  chromatography  (RP-HPLC) by 5	  
Walters [182]. It was defined and calculated from the capacity factors (k) of benzene and 
anthracene using the mobile phase (acetonitrile/water), as a higher organic-phase concentration is 
needed for more hydrophobic compounds to achieve the equal distribution [183, 184]. The 
higher the value is, the more hydrophobic is the compound. 
The hydrophobicity indexes (HI) of typical ODS modified silica phases are 4.26-4.84 and those 10	  
of BuMA-EDMA monolithic stationary phases were 3.6-4.3[185-187]. 
BuMA, EDMA, 1-dodecanol and 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPAP or DPA) 
(Sigma-Aldrich, used as received) were mixed as a monomer, cross-linker, porogenic solvent 
and photo-initiator respectively. Figure 4-6 illustrates their chemical structures. 
 15	  
Figure 4-6 Chemical structures for a photo-grafting layer and poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic 
polymer. (a) Ethylene diacrylate (EDA), (b) methyl methacrylate (MMA), (c) benzophenone (BP), 
(d) butyl methacrylate (BuMA), (e) ethylene demethacrylate (EDMA), (f) 2,2-dimethoxy-2-
phenylacetophenone (DMPAP or DPA) and (g) 1-dodecanol 
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4.3.1.2 HPLC accessories 
 
For the particulate columns, stainless steel HPLC frits (PerkinElmer®, USA) were used to retain 
ODS-bonded silica particles in channels. The frit has 3.175 mm diameter and 0.79375 mm 
thickness.(Figure 4-7 (a)) The pore size was 2 µm so it could hold 5 µm particles within a 5	  
channel. The monolithic column does not require the frit due to in-situ polymerisation with the 
photografting layer.  
A guard column is a short pre-column to protect a main analytical column from damage by 
particulate contaminants by blocking and filtering them. It extends the lifetime of a main column 
without causing differential retention of the target analytes. Figure 4.7 (b) shows a cartridge 10	  
containing the guard column which is a 2 mm diameter disk with 4mm thickness packed by 5 µm 
ODS-silica particles as well. 
 
Figure 4-7 HPLC accessories (a) Stainless steel HPLC frits and (b) a guard column 
 15	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4.4 Fabrication and method developments 
 
4.4.1 Device fabrication 
4.4.1.1 Device layout and design 
 5	  
 
Figure 4-8 Design of TPE LC separation device 
As shown in Figure 4-8, the separation column has 50 mm length, 1mm width and height. This 
design was designed to facilitate comparison with the conventional stainless steel HPLC column 
(Phenomenex, USA) that is 50 mm long with 1 mm diameter. A disk-shaped void was added at 10	  
the end of the channel to insert a LC frit (a porous disk) for column packing purposes. AutoCAD 
was used for the design. 
 
4.4.1.2 Fabrication procedures 
4.4.1.2.1 TPE LC separation device packed by a particulate column 15	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As shown in Figure 4-9, a TPE channel was partially cured in the PDMS replica mould made 
from the acrylate master mould. After the semi-cured TPE channel was peeled off, it was placed 
on a PDMS slab with the channel side facing upwards to insert a frit. A stainless steel HPLC frit 
(Phenomenex, USA) with a 2µm pore size was inserted into the outlet void in the channel. The 
channel/frit assembly was then contacted to the surface-treated PET substrate and fully cured. 5	  
Next, the TPE channel was packed with 5 µm ODS-bonded silica particles. Lastly PEEK unions 
were attached on the inlet and outlet. 
 
Figure 4-9 Fabrication procedures of TPE LC separation device with a particulate column 
 10	  
The channel packing step is the most important because uniformity and density of packing 
significantly affect the separation performance. Several procedures of packing the silica particles 
within microfluidic platform have been studied so far [188, 189].  In the conventional method, a 
slurry containing silica particles is pushed into a channel from an inlet by a forced pressure. In 
this work, however, a vacuum pump sucked the slurry through a frit from the outlet in this work 15	  
because the pushing pressure can cause failure of the inlets. The schematic of particulate column 
packing procedure is illustrated in Figure 4-10.  
The TPE channel was cleaned with 10 column volumes of cleaning solvent (50 % : 50 % (v/v) 
methanol : deionised water) with sonication. 2mg of 5 µm ODS particles was mixed in 1 ml of 
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methanol to prepare the slurry. Then the slurry was sucked by a vacuum pressure for 
approximately 20 min. 
 
Figure 4-10 C18 TPE column packing procedure 
 5	  
After the column packing process was finished, the half-cut PEEK union were glued using epoxy 
resin (Robnor®, UK) on the inlet and outlet of the column then cured at room temperature. A 
curing agent was mixed with the resin at ratio 3:1. However viscosity of the initial mixture is low 
so the applied epoxy resin on the bottom of the PEEK unions could permeate into the inlet/outlet 
as well as the column, causing the column to be clogged. Higher viscosity caused by partial 10	  
curing solved those issues. The mixture was partially cured for 5 minutes at 60 °C. The semi-
cured epoxy resin was cooled at room temperature for further 5 min. After attachment of PEEK 
unions, they were fully cured overnight at room temperature. The full curing time can be reduced 
down to 1 hr at 60 °C. 
The ODS column in the channel can dry out during the curing so needs regeneration before the 15	  
use. Cleaning solvent (1 : 1 (v/v) methanol : deionised water) was pumped through the column at 
low flow rate, 10 µl/min for 1hr to clean and regenerate the column. 
After the use of the reverse-phase column, it was flushed by the cleaning solvent to remove any 
acids, bases or salts that might remain. It was then stored with the solvent (1 : 1 (v/v) methanol : 
deionised water ) when not in use. The inlet and outlet have to be closed tightly by cap-screws to 20	  
avoid solvent loss and drying out of the stationary phase. 
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4.4.1.2.2 TPE LC separation device packed by polymer-based monolithic column 
 
Photografting layer and poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic polymer were prepared according to 
Table 4-2. The grafting layer solution was prepared by mixing EDA 0.485 g, MMA 0.485g and 
BP 0.03g in a vial. BuMA 0.6 g, EDMA 0.4 g, 1-dodecanol 1.5g and DMPAP 0.01g were mixed 5	  
for the RP monolithic column. 
 
Table 4-2 Composition of the solutions for the grafting layer and RP monolithic column 
 
Figure 4-11 describes the schematic of poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic column packing in the 10	  
TPE channel. Firstly the TPE channel was blown by N2 gas to remove dust or microparticles 
inside. N2 gas was purged for 10 min into the grafting solution to remove oxygen otherwise it 
can expand and form voids by heat energy during polymerisation. Then the grafting layer 
solution was introduced into the channel. The inlet and outlet were then gently cap-screwed to 
keep out air bubbles that can generate voids during polymerisation and significantly reduce the 15	  
separation efficiency. The TPE device was inverted and UV light (broadband (290-385 nm), 
12.22 mW/cm2) was radiated to the grafting solution through the PET substrate because TPE 
over 1 mm thickness absorbs most of UV light (Figure 3-6). After polymerisation of the thin 
grafting layer on the channel surface, the channel was flushed by the cleaning solvent (1 : 1 (v/v) 
methanol : DI water) with 10 times volume (500 µl) of the channel to remove the unreacted 20	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polymer. The grafting layer was blown by N2 and dried in 40 °C oven for 1 hr. Next, the N2 
purged monolithic column solution filled the TPE channel and was similarly exposed to UV for 
10 min for polymerisation. The remaining porogenic solvent and photo-initiators were flushed 
out by the cleaning solvent at 10 µl/min for 1 hr. The monolithic column in the TPE channel was 
dried at 40 °C overnight.  5	  
 
Figure 4-11 Schematic of poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic column packing (a) introducing a 
photografting solution into a TPE channel, (b) UV exposure through PET substrate, (c) Flushing 
the residual solution by flowing a methanol-based cleaning solution, (d) introducing the poly(methyl 
acrylate) mixture solution, (e) UV exposure through PET substrate and (f) flushing unreacted 10	  
solutions using the cleaning solution. 
 
Figure 4-12 (a) shows the remained solvents were not removed by drying in an oven at 40 °C 
without flushing out using the cleaning solvent. Therefore the cleaning step is necessary to 
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produce the proper monolithic column. Furthermore the low flow-rate is required during the 
cleaning because the remaining solutions result in high back pressure and the monolith can be 
disconnected, as shown in figure 4-12 (b). Therefore the flow-rate needs to be kept low and 10 
µl/min was used in this work. 
 5	  
Figure 4-12 (a) the residual polymers in the monolithic TPE channel after drying in 40 °C without 
flushing by the cleaning solvent and (b) the disconnected monolithic column by 50 µl/min flow rate. 
 
4.5 Characterisation and results 
 10	  
For both monolithic and C18 column, the permeability and separation efficiency were 
characterised. In terms of the monolithic column, surface condition and chemical composition 
were investigated for the grafting layer. 
 
4.5.1 Characterisation methods 15	  
 
4.5.1.1 Contact angle analyser  
 
Contact angle measurement is one of the most popular methods to characterise surface 
parameters such as wettability, cleanliness and uniformity. In general, wetting is the 20	  
displacement from a surface of one fluid by another and is determined by a thermodynamic 
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equilibrium between the three phases: the liquid phase (L), the solid phase (S), and the 
gas/vapour phase (G), as shown in figure 4-13. It can be categorised into two methods, static and 
dynamic contact angle analysis. The former is to examine wettability using a sessile droplet on 
the surface of samples. The latter measures the maximum (the advancing angle) and minimum 
(the receding angle) contact angles, according to the movement of the liquid/vapour interface on 5	  
the fixed position by adjusting the volume of droplet on the solid surface. The dynamic contact 
angle provides information of surface conditions such as uniformity and cleanliness.  
 
Figure 4-13 schematic of the sessile droplet measurement             
 10	  
If the contact angle for water is below 90 °C, the surface is regarded as hydrophilic and if it is 
over 90 °C, it is categorised as a hydrophobic surface. The equilibrium contact angle is such that 
the total free energy of the system is a minimum. The increase in the free energy of the system is 
given by 𝑑𝐺 = 𝛾!"𝑑𝐴 + 𝛾!"𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 𝛾!"𝑑𝐴                                                    (4.1) 15	  
where ϒSL is the solid/liquid interfacial energy , ϒLG is the liquid/vapour interfacial energy and 
ϒSG is the solid/vapour interfacial energy. A represents interfacial area.  
If the system is at equilibrium, dG/dA= 0, and the contact angle, θ, can be expressed by Young’s 
equation, 0 = 𝛾!" + 𝛾!"𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 𝛾!"                                                     (4.2) 20	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In this work, the static contact angle was measured using deionised water to investigate effects of 
polymerisation condition on the grafting layer properties and optimise the formation of the 
grafting layer on polymer substrates. 
 
4.5.1.2 High performance liquid chromatography 5	  
 
4.5.1.2.1 Instrumentation 
 
The experimental setup for characterisation consists of a HPLC system, column and detection 
parts. The HPLC system includes a high pressure pump and an injector with an auto-sampler 10	  
(Agilent HP 1050, USA). The fabricated TPE columns were used and a Epsilon® LC 
amperometric detector instrumentation with a Unijet flow cell glassy carbon (6 mm diameter) 
electrode (Bioanalytical systems, West Lafayette, USA) for post-column EC detection.  
 
Figure 4-14 Instrument setup to characterise home-made particulate and monolithic TPE columns. 15	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As shown by numbered-arrows in Figure 4-14, firstly, the mobile phase in the reservoirs was 
introduced into the column by the high pressure pump. The auto-sampler loaded 1 µl of samples 
from vials and injected it on the column. The TPE column was connected between an injector 
and a detector. The analytes are separated during the flow in a column. The eluted samples were 
electrochemically detected on the Unijet flow-cell glassy carbon electrode and finally wasted. 5	  
For the whole process, all data from the electrode was acquired by a computer. 
 
4.5.1.2.2 Mobile phase 
 
In this research, a mobile phase for neurotransmitters separation was prepared according to Patel 10	  
et al.[60, 190]: 25 mM sodium dihydrogenorthophosphate, 10 mM sodium chloride, 50 mM 
sodium citrate dihydrate, 2 mM decane-sulfonic acid sodium salt as an ion-pairing agent and 10 
mM diethylamine as for end-capping were dissolved in 1L of deionised water. The mixture (pH 
6.87) was adjusted to pH 3.2 using high concentrated phosphoric acid. HPLC grade methanol 
was added in a ratio of 5:95 (v/v=MeOH/H2O). The solvent was HPLC grade and filtered to 15	  
prevent impurities such as dust or microparticles entering the system and blocking the column. 
Therefore the mobile phase in this work was filtered through a 0.1 µm membrane filter 
(Whatman, USA) and degassed under vacuum. Degassing removes dissolved gases that can lead 
to bubbles that can be come stuck in a column, causing an unstable back pressure. The mobile 
phase was freshly prepared and stored in the fridge. 20	  
 
4.5.1.2.3 Separation test samples 
 
Four different neurotranstmitters and metabolites were selected as analytes to separate. 3-
hydroxytyramine (dopamine, DA), 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), 5-hydroxyindole-25	  
3-acetic acid (5-HIAA) and 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin, 5-HT) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received. The analytes were freshly prepared and disposed of after the use. 
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4.5.1.2.4 Electrochemical detection 
 
For a post-column EC detection, a 6 mm radial flow cell glassy carbon electrode was used at 750 
mV vs Ag/AgCl for all LC separation. Current as a function of time was recorded from the 
moment when analytes were injected. BAS ChromGraph® 2.34.00 software controlled the data 5	  
acquisition and analysed the data. 
 
4.5.2 Characterisation results 
 
4.5.2.1 The C18 packed TPE column 10	  
 
As shown in Figure 4.13, the TPE channel was packed with C18 particles by suction. Figure 4.-
15 is a photo-image of the fabricated device and (b) is the microscopic image of the C18 packed 
TPE channel. 
 15	  
Figure 4-15 The C18 packed TPE separation column (a) a photo-image of the fabricated device and 
(b) the C18 packed TPE channel. 
 
 
 20	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4.5.2.2 Permeability of the C18 TPE column 
 
Dense and uniform packing in a column is important for high separation performance to avoid 
band-broadening and low surface areas of the stationary phase. It can be examined by 
permeability of a column that can be calculated from back-pressures as a function of flow-rates 5	  
or linear velocity in a column. In case of monodisperse particles, more compact packing results 
in higher back pressure and lower permeability due to the larger surface area and lower porosity 
of the stationary phase. The packing efficiency of the 5 µm C18 packed TPE column was 
compared with the conventional stainless steel column (Luna® C18 column, Phenomenex, USA).  
Deionised water was used as a mobile phase and pumped into the columns at the flow-rates from 10	  
10 µl/min to 100 µl/min. Back pressure was measured after 5 min stabilisation time, whenever 
the flow-rate was changed. The recorded back pressure (also called the pressure-drop (∆P)) was 
converted to permeability (k) by Darcy’s equation, 
 𝑄 = !!"(!!!!!)!  !                                                    (4.3) 15	  
where Q is the total flow rate, A is the cross-sectional area of a column, µ is the dynamic 
viscosity and L is the length of a column. The negative sign indicates the inlet pressure (Pa) is 
higher than the outlet pressure (Pb). 
Figure 4-16 shows back-pressure and permeability of the two columns as a function of the flow 
rate. The back pressure proportionally increased as the flow rate becomes faster in both columns. 20	  
However the conventional column shows approximately 4 times higher back pressure than the 
TPE column. While the back pressure in the conventional column increased from 0 to about 7.53 
MPa, it elevated up to approximately 1.38 MPa in the TPE column only for similar flow rates. 
According to standard deviation, the back pressure of the conventional column was more 
constant than the TPE column.  25	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Figure 4-16 Packing efficiency test of the C18 packed TPE column without and without the grafting 
layer, (a) back pressure and (b) column permeability as a function of the flow rate. (Each error bar 
represents standard deviation of 3 samples with the same condition.) 
 5	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In terms of the calculated permeability from the back pressures, the overall permeability of the 
TPE column was about 4 times higher than the conventional column, which is the same result as 
the comparison of the back pressure. An average of 4 X 10-8 mm2 permeability was observed 
from the TPE column, whereas the conventional column had 1 x 10-8 mm2 permeability. 
According to the results, the TPE channel can be packed using C18 particles by suction pressure 5	  
however the packing efficiency and surface areas of the stationary phase is of lower quantity 
than the conventional stainless steel column. Therefore the TPE channel packing method needs 
to be improved for compact packing and higher separation performance.  
 
4.5.2.3 Neurotransmitters separation using the C18 packed TEP column. 10	  
 
Neurotransmitters were separated using the C18 TPE column and its performance was compared 
with the conventional C18 column. As shown in Figure 4-17, those analytes were separated in 
both columns. The separation performance of the TEP column was clearly lower than the 
conventional column. Band broadening became more serious, especially on the last elution, 15	  
which is serotonin (5-HT).  
 
Figure 4-17 LC separation of neurotransmitters mixture at 80 µl/min using Luna® C18 column and 
the C18 TPE column. (Solutes : (1) DOPAC (2) 5-HIAA, (3) AD, (4) DA and (5) serotonin, 5-HT) 
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Table 4.3 gives the separation parameters of the two columns. Even though the retention times 
were not greatly different, the resolution of all analytes was better on the conventional column 
than the TPE column. While the conventional C18 column shows Rs > 1.5 with all samples ( Rs = 
1.5-14.24), Rs > 1.5 was only observed among adrenaline, DA and 5-HT in the TPE C18 column 
(4.04 and 3.01). Furthermore lower plate numbers (N) were observed from the TPE column in 5	  
comparison to the conventional column. The highest plate number (NAD=250.12) was obtained 
with adrenaline in the TPE C18 column, whereas all the plate numbers of analytes in the 
conventional C18 column were higher than it, showing from N=276 to 4197. This is can be 
explained by the heterogeneous and less-compact column packing by the suction technique. 
Therefore the packing procedure needs to be improved using the conventional method (a pushing 10	  
pressure) to achieve the comparable performance to the commercial column, even though some 
satisfactory separations can nonetheless be conducted on the C18 TPE column. 
Column Component 
Separation parameters 
Selectivity factor Tailing factor Resolution Plate number 
Luna® 
C18 column 
DOPAC  1.1  274 
5-HIAA 1.74 1.09 1.56 256 
AD 1.54 1.11 1.72 617 
DA 3.53 1.30 10.93 3103 
5-HT 2.8 1.78 14.24 4197 
TPE 
C18 column 
DOPAC  0.92  133.94 
5-HIAA 1.62 1.32 1.03 139.46 
AD 1.66 1.2 1.43 250.12 
DA 3.55 1.15 4.04 236.37 
5-HT 2.74 1.78 3.01 159.38 
 
Table 4-3 Separation parameters of Luna® C18 column and the C18 TPE column 
 15	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4.5.2.4 The poly(methyl acrylate) monolith packed TPE column 
 
As depicted in Figure 4-18, the TPE channel has been packed with the poly(methyl acrylate) 
monolith by UV polymerisation. The SEM image shows polymer-based porous monothic 
column in the TPE channel. 5	  
 
Figure 4-18 The poly(methyl acrylate) monolith packed TPE column and SEM image of the column. 
 
4.5.2.5 The grafting layer 
 10	  
For characterisation, the grafting layer was polymerised for different UV exposure times on PET 
substrate then the surface condition was analysed by contact angle measurement. The grafting 
solution was spin-coated with 2000 rpm for 30s on to 2 cm X 2 cm square PET substrates and 
exposed to UV light. The UV light was the broad band that contains g-line (436 nm), h-line (405 
nm) and i-line (365 nm). The grafting layer was illuminated through the PET substrate to mimic 15	  
the grafting conditions found within the microchannel, where UV light is always irradiated to the 
solution through the bottom substrate, PET due to the low UV transmittance of TPE. UV 
exposure time was varied from 0 min to 30 min. Then samples were dried overnight in an oven 
at 40 °C. The static contact angle was measured with deionised water. 
Overall, a lower contact angle was observed on the PET substrates with the grafting layer in 20	  
comparison to the bare PET substrate, as shown in Figure 4-19. The bare PET substrate has 
about 75 ° contact angle, whereas all the grafted PET samples showed approximately from 55 ° 
to 65 ° due to the higher surface energy by the covalent anchors of the grafting layer. In terms of 
the grafted PET samples, the contact angle began to decrease from 5 min UV exposure and the 
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lowest contact angle was measured on the sample formed by 10 min UV exposure. For the rest of 
samples, it slightly increased (approximately 5°). 
Based on the growth mechanism of the grafting layer (section 4.2.2), it can be seen that its 
polymerisation is triggered by UV light on the PET substrate and the reactive chains are created. 
Then the chains grow during 10 min UV exposure, branching and cross-linking each other. The 5	  
number of chains approaches the maximum at 10 min then slowly reduces because of probably 
excessive cross-linking. As a result, 10 min was decided as the UV exposure time for the grafting 
layer. 
 
Figure 4-19 The contact angle measurement of the grafting layer on PET substrate. 10	  
 
The grafting layer formed by 10 min UV exposure was analysed by SEM. Unlike the surface of 
the bare PET (Figure 4-20 (a)), it was conformed that the grafting layer was formed on the PET 
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surface (Figure 4-20 (b)). The thickness of the grafting layer was less than 1 µm as shown in 
Figure 4-20 (c). 
 
Figure 4-20 SEM images of the grafting layer by 10 min UV exposure. (a) the bare PET surface and 
(b) the surface and (c) the cross-section of the grafting layer 5	  
 
4.5.2.6 The poly(methyl acrylate) monolith with the grafting layer 
 
The grafting layer enables covalent bonding of monoliths on the polymer channel surface.  
To test this hypothesis, the poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic polymer was polymerised within 10	  
the TPE channels without and with the grafting layer. As shown in Figure 4-21, significant 
shrinkage of the monolith was observed within the bare TPE channel, whereas the monolith was 
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firmly bonded with the grafting layer. The importance of the grafting layer was obviously 
confirmed in this characterisation. 
 
Figure 4-21 The poly(methyl acrylate) monolith (a) without and (b) with the grafting layer 
 5	  
Figure 4-22 shows SEM images of the poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic column within TPE 
channels. The monolith consists of a number of globes that are cross-linked to each other and the 
globular structure includes numerous mesopores between the globes. Furthermore micropores 
were observed on the surface of the globes. These pores significantly contribute to increase the 
surface areas of the stationary phase. Each globe is approximately 2 µm in diameter and the 10	  
monolith is bonded well on the channel wall by the grafting layer. 
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Figure 4-22 SEM images of the poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic column with the grafting layer 
within the TPE channel 
 
4.5.2.7 Permeability of the monolithic TPE column 5	  
 
Permeability of the monolithic TPE column was investigated in the same way as the C18 
packed TPE column. Flow rate was controlled from 0 µl/min to 500 µl/min to monitor the back 
pressure. Permeability of the monolithic TPE column without the grafting layer was compared to 
that with the grafting layer. Furthermore the monolith was prepared by 10 min, 20 min and 30 10	  
min polymerisation in order to test the effect of the UV exposure time on the column. 
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Figure 4-23 shows back-pressure and permeability of those columns as a function of the flow 
rate. The back pressure was proportional to the flow rate in all columns. However a four times 
higher pack pressure resulted from the monolithic TPE column (10 min UV polymerisation) with 
the grafting layer rather than the column without the grafting layer. The grafted monolithic 
column showed up to 0.05 MPa back pressure at 400 µl/min, whereas the non-grafted column 5	  
showed approximately 0.017 MPa at the flow-rate. 
As shown in Figure 4.23 (b), the permeability of the grafted column was also about 4 times 
lower, showing approximately 1 ×	 10-7 mm2. In contrast, 4.5 × 10-7 mm2 permeability was 
obtained from the non-grafted column. This result explains that the monolith packing in the TPE 
channel was improved by the grafting layer due to the covalent bonding, preventing the 10	  
shrinkage.  
UV exposure time didn’t significantly affect the permeability by comparison between the grafted 
monolithic columns with 10 and 20 min UV exposure times (P=0.85), showing about 1 × 10-7 
mm2 ± 1.78 × 10-8. However the permeability of the monolithic column polymerised by 30 min 
UV exposure was lower than the other grafted columns (P=0.0003) with 6.89 X 10-8 ± 1.35 × 10-8. 15	  
Comparing permeability between the particulate column and the monolithic column, the 
fabricated monolithic TPE column was almost 2 times more permeable than the C18 packed TPE 
column (5 × 10-8 mm2) and 10 times higher than the commercial C18 column (1 × 10-8 mm2). As 
a result, it allows for the monolithic TPE column (10 min UV exposure) to operate at a higher 
flow-rate that offers faster analysis. However it might also mean that the surface area of the 20	  
monolithic column is lower than the others. Therefore separation performance could be lower 
than the particulate columns. It is possible that this could be improved by adjusting the 
composition of porogenic solvent that forms porous sites during polymerisation, if the targeted 
analytes are not separated properly. The simple control of the packing efficiency is an obvious 
advantage, comparing the particulate column. 25	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Figure 4-23 Packing efficiency test of the poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic TPE column without and 
without the grafting layer, (a) back pressure and (b) column permeability as a function of the flow 
rate. (GL and MC stand for grafting layer and monolithic column respectively. The number beside 
them is UV exposure time to them. For example, GL10_MC20 means grafting layer and monolithic 5	  
column were polymerised by UV irradiation for 10 and 20 min respectively.) 
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4.5.2.8 Neurotransmitters separation using the monolithic TPE column 
 
Separation performance was compared between the non-grafted and grafted monolithic 
TPE columns using two neurochemicals (5-HIAA and serotonin (5-HT)). As shown in Figure 4-
24, those were separated properly with base-line resolution (Rs = 2.16) in the grafted monolithic 5	  
column, whereas the non-grafted monolithic column showed poor resolution (Rs = 0.55). The 
performance was improved in overall separation parameters. The different separation between 
both columns is due to the voids between the monolith and the channel wall that are shown in 
Figure 4.21 in section 4.5.2.5. This result confirmed that the grafting layer is necessary for better 
performance in the monolithic column. 10	  
 
Figure 4-24 (a) separation of neurotransmitters mixture at 150 µl/min using the poly(methyl 
acrylate) monolithic TPE column. (Solutes: (1) 5-HIAA and (2) serotonin, 5-HT) and (b) separation 
parameters 
 15	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4.5.2.9 Summary 
 
• RP-HPLC separation TPE columns were fabricated by packing channels with 5 µm C18 
beads by suction pressure and poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic polymer. 
• C18 TPE column has lower permeability (k=4×10-8 mm2) than the conventional C18 5	  
column (k=1×10-8 mm2) because of lower packing efficiency. However it showed a 
potential of C18 separation channel, separating 5 different neurotransmitters and 
metabolites (Rs DOPAC-5HIAA=1.62, Rs 5HIAA-AD=1.43, Rs AD-DA=4.04 and Rs DA-5HT=3.01). 
• Monolithic TPE column was successfully bonded on the channel wall without shrinkage 
by grafting layer, forming 2 µm diameter globes. 10	  
• The grafted monolithic TPE column showed lower permeability (k=1×10-7 mm2) and 
better separation performance (Rs=2.16, N5-HIAA=22.16 and N5-HT=81.96) than the non-
grafted (k=4.5×10-7 mm2, Rs=0.55, N5-HIAA=7.69 and N5-HT=22.69) because of covalent 
bonding without gap between the column and channel wall. 
 15	  
4.5.2.10   Discussion 
	  
           The separation performance of the monolithic TPE column was worse than the C18 
packed TPE column. It could because of the different surface properties, permeability and faster 
flow rate. Therefore further experiments are necessary to increase the separation performance of 20	  
the monolithic TPE column.	  
 
 
 
 25	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5 Hybrid TPE device for on-chip HPLC with droplet flow 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter describes the integration of a droplet-based microfluidic device with high 5	  
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in a single planar format. Sequential operations of 
separation, compartmentalisation and concentration gradient were integrated on a single chip. 
This chapter describes the use of droplet-based microfluidics for the preservation of 
chromatographic separations, and its potential application as a high frequency fraction collector. 
 10	  
5.2 Background 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Advantages of the hybrid HPLC-droplet device 
 15	  
  The operation of chromatography on the microscale has its own problems. Dispersion of 
separated bands results from molecular diffusion as well as the dead volume of the channel, 
detector and collector after separation and can degrade the analytical quality [25, 191]. 
Integration of droplet-based microfluidics with HPLC has the potential to dramatically reduce 
post-column dispersion and minimise dead volume effects by using droplets to collect fractions 20	  
of the column effluent. This compartmentalisation preserves the chemical identity of each 
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fraction allowing further analysis downstream or offline. Niu et al. have previously described the 
compartmentalisation of the separated analytes in two-dimensional separations using discrete 
components[192] and Edgar et al. have compartmentalised CE separated analytes using 
droplets.[191] Whilst there have been reports of droplet-based fraction collectors for HPLC,[193, 
194] these investigators used commercially available HPLC columns and discrete segmented 5	  
flow modules. Integration of both functions on a single planar device has not been reported 
before and represents a significant challenge due to the high pressures used in chip-based HPLC. 
Figure 5.1 lists the benefits in interfacing HPLC separation with segmented flow microfluidics 
on a single chip. 
 10	  
5.3 Materials and methodology 
 
5.3.1 Device materials 
 
Similar to the devices fabricated in Chapter 3 and 4, the hybrid device was fabricated 15	  
using TPE for channels on PET substrate (See Figure 5.7 and 5.8). 
 
5.3.2 HPLC separation 
 
5.3.2.1 Separations samples 20	  
 
Proof-of-principle separation of fluorescent dyes, fluorescein isothiocyanate (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) and Alexa Fluor® 488 (Invitrogen, USA), was used to characterise the effects of 
the interfacing on dispersion. The chemical structures are illustrated in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2 Chemical structures of (a) FITC and (b) Alexa Fluor® 488 
 
Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) is a derivative of fluorescein that is functionalised with an 
isothiocyanate reactive group (-N=C=S), replacing a hydrogen atom on the bottom ring of the 5	  
structure. It is exited most shortly at 494 nm and emits fluorescence shortly at 519 nm. 
Furthermore the fluorescence and absorption behaviours are pH-dependent molecule, as shown 
in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5-3 pH dependence for FITC fluorescence of (a) absorption and (b) emission (Reproduced 10	  
from [195]) 
Alexa Fluor® 488 is the preferred fluorescent dye these days in biological experiments such as 
cell and tissue labelling rather than FITC.  Absorption and fluorescence emission are maximum 
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at the wavelengths of 494 nm and 519 nm, respectively. However it is insensitive to pH between 
pH 4 and pH 10 and more photostable in comparison to the original dye (fluorescein) with which 
it shares many structural features.  
Alexa Fluor® 488 and FITC were diluted in the mobile phase to final concentrations of 0.02 µM 
and 50 µM. Injection volumes were 5 µl. 5	  
5.3.2.2 Mobile phase 
 
26 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) was prepared as a mobile phase by mixing sodium phosphate 
and sodium hydroxide in DI water. This buffer was mixed with UV-grade methanol (HiPerSolve 
for HPLC, BDH Prolabo) in a ratio of 5 : 95  (v/v) methanol : buffer and filtered through a 0.02 10	  
µm membrane filter. The mobile phase was pumped into the channels at 50 µl/min by an Agilent 
HP 1050 HPLC pump. 
5.3.2.3 Columns	  
	  
Two different TPE columns were fabricated, according to the procedure described in Chapter 4. 15	  
The TPE channels were packed by 5 um C18 particles and poly(methyl acrylate) polymer. 
5.3.3 Droplet generation 
 
The continuous phase used in droplet formation was an 10 % (v/v) mixture of fluorocarbon oil, 
FC-70 (3M Fluorinert, USA), and 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctanol (PFO, Sigma-Aldrich). It 20	  
was introduced to the flow-focusing channel to generate droplets using a precision syringe pump 
(Harvard Apparatus, USA) at volumetric flow rates of 50, 75 and 100 µl/min. 
 
5.3.4 Confocal laser fluorescent detection 
 25	  
Figure 5.4 shows the schematic of the confocal laser fluorescence detection system that was used 
for detection of both the continuous column effluent and its compartmentalisation into droplets. 
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A beam from 488nm Ar+ diode laser (Omnichrome, Melles Griot, Cambridge, UK) with 1.5 W 
power was focused into the TPE micochannel to excite the dyes using a 10 × 0.3 NA objective 
lens. Fluorescence photons were directed to two separate channels and detectors by sets of 
dichroic mirrors. Those with wavelengths greater than 633 nm were directed to the red channel 
and photons with lower wavelengths were directed to the green channel. They were collected and 5	  
recorded as a function of time using an avalanche photodiode (SPCM-AQR-141, Perkin-Elmer, 
Canada) with 50 µs sampling rate for 700 s.  
 
Figure 5-4 Schematic of a confocal laser fluorescent detection system 
	  10	  
5.4 Device fabrication 
 
Two different types of the hybrid LC-droplet device have been fabricated using the C18 
particulate column and poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic column. 
 15	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5.4.1 Device lay-out and design 
 
 
Figure 5-5 Schematic of the hybrid C18 LC-droplet device 
	  5	  
5.4.1.1 The	  hybrid	  C18	  particulate	  LC-­‐droplet	  device	  
	  
Figure 5.5 depicts the schematic of the hybrid C18 LC-droplet device. Integration between C18 
LC column and droplet microfluidics was realised on a monolithic platform using the multi-layer 
structure due to the need of a frit to retain C18 particles between two operations. It consists of 10	  
two layers: an HPLC channel for separation (1st layer) and a flow-focusing channel (2nd layer) 
for droplet generation. As shown in the close-up cartoon, the inlet channel for droplet generation 
was orthogonal to prevent the channels from overlapping. If they are positioned on the same line 
vertically, the packed C18 channel will block the beam from underneath to the droplet channel 
for fluorescence detection. The separation channel has 1 mm width and height and 50 mm length 15	  
and was packed with 5 µm C18 particles for HPLC.  The 250 µm wide droplet channel was built 
on top of the separation channel. The mobile phase and solutions for analysis are introduced 
through the mobile phase inlet into the separation channel. Following separation by reverse 
phase HPLC, the analytes flow to the upper layer through the inlet of the droplet channel where 
compartmentalisation occurs. 20	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5.4.1.2 The	  hybrid	  monolithic	  LC-­‐droplet	  device	  
	  
In contrast, the hybrid monolithic LC-droplet device was fabricated on a monolithic platform 
with a single layer, as shown in figure 5.6. The fritless column packing using the monolith 
enabled the integration in a single layer. The separation channel was 1 mm (w) X 0.25 mm (H) X 5	  
50 mm (L) and the droplet generation channel was 0.25 µm wide and high. Mobile phase for 
separation and oil phase for droplet generation were also introduced through the inlets. Unlike 
the hybrid C18 LC-droplet device, separated analytes can be compartmentalised into droplets 
immediately.  
 10	  
 
Figure 5-6 Device lay-out of the hybrid monolithic LC-droplet device. 
	  
	  
	  15	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5.4.2 Device fabrication procedures 
	  
5.4.2.1 Hybrid particulate HPLC-droplet device 
 
Figure 5.7 shows the steps in fabricating the complete microfluidic device. The procedure begins 5	  
with making the separation channel in a first layer. The separation channel was fabricated using 
the acrylate master mould as explained at Section 4.4.1.2.1. The droplet channel was bonded on 
to the separation channel prior to attaching PEEK unions. 
The separation channel was fabricated using a SU-8 master mould and PDMS pillars as 
described in section 3.2.2. The semi-cured TPE droplet channel contacted with the TPE 10	  
separation channel, aligning the inlet of the droplet channel and the outlet of the separation 
channel. Then PEEK unions were attached and the device was fully cured. Figure 5.7 is a photo-
image of the fabricated hybrid C18 LC-droplet device. 
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Figure 5-7 Schematic of the hybrid C18 LC-droplet device fabrication, (a) LC separation channel in 
the first layer (i) PDMS casting form the master mould (ii) separation of the PDMS mould, TPE 
pouring then semi-curing at 60 °C (iii) Inserting a frit into the circle void of outlet, bonding on PET 
substrate and full-curing at 76 °C (iv) packing the channel by C18 beads, (b) droplet generation 5	  
channel in the second layer (i) SU-8 master mould (ii) PDMS casting (iii) removing PDMS mould, 
TPE pouring and semi-curing at 60 °C (iv) peeling off, (c) bonding the two channels, PEEK 
attachment and full-curing at 60 °C 
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5.4.2.2 Hybrid monolithic HPLC-droplet device 
 
Following TPE channel fabrication from the SU-8 master mould, the separation part was 
selectively packed with poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic polymer. Figure 5.8 shows 
schematically the fabrication process of the hybrid monolithic HPLC-droplet device. The TPE 5	  
channel was selectively exposed to UV light through a film mask during the polymerisation of 
the grafting layer and monolithic porous polymer. Then the device was cleaned and dried. 
 
Figure 5-8 Schematic of the hybrid monolithic LC-droplet device fabrication, (a) overall procedures 
- 1) PDMS mould casting from SU-8 master mould, 2) peeling of the PDMS, 3) TPE pouring and 10	  
semi-curing, 4) TPE bonding to the substrate and attaching the interconnects, 5) full-curing and 
monolithic column packing, (b) selective packing of the monolithic column within a microchannel – 
1) solutions injection, 2) selective UV exposure through a mask, 3) cleaning and dry and (c) 
polymerisation of the monolithic column – 1-1) injection of the grafting layer solution, 1-2) UV 
polymerisation through a mask, 1-3) cleaning and dry, 2-1) injection of the monolithic polymer 15	  
solution, 2-2) UV polymerisation through a mask, 2-3) cleaning and dry. 
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5.4.2.3 The column regeneration and the surface treatment of the TPE droplet channel 
 
The column in the channel can dry out during the fabrication of the droplet channel and 
attachment of the PEEK unions or drying step. It may need regeneration before the use. In 
addition, to generate stable water-based aqueous droplets in oil, the surface of the droplet 5	  
channel should be hydrophobic. Accordingly, a hydrophobic surface treatment agent (Aquapel, 
PPG Industries, USA) that consists of fluorinated compounds was introduced into the droplet 
channel at 10 µl/min for 1 min. To prevent solvent from entering the column, deionised water 
was pumped into the column and stopped when it reached the outlet of the separation channel. 
Using this procedure, the surface of the droplet channel was rendered hydrophobic without 10	  
affecting the separation column. For column regeneration, ten column volumes of cleaning 
solvent (50 : 50 (v/v) methanol : DI water) was pumped through the column immediately 
following the hydrophobic treatment of the droplet channel. 
 
5.5 Results and discussion 15	  
 
Sequential operations of separation under high pressure, compartmentalisation and concentration 
gradient were characterised on a single device. 
5.5.1 Hybrid particulate HPLC-droplet device 
 20	  
The hybrid particulate HPLC-droplet device was successfully fabricated using a multi-layer 
structure in a single device. Figure 5.9 shows the photo-image of the fabricated device. Inset (b) 
shows an image of the 1 mm wide separation channel packed with 5 µm C18 particles for HPLC 
in the first layer, and the 250 µm wide droplet channel in the second layer on top of the 
separation channel. The mobile phase and solutions for analysis are introduced through the 25	  
mobile phase inlet into the separation channel. Following separation by reverse phase HPLC, the 
analytes flow to the upper layer through the inlet of the droplet channel where 
compartmentalisation occurs. 
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Figure 5-9 Schematic of the fabricated hybrid C18 LC-droplet device, (a) an image of the C18 
packed 1 mm wide separation channel and (b) the 250 µm wide droplet channel. Arrows show the 
direction of fluid flow. 
 5	  
5.5.1.1 Separation and compartmentalisation 
 
Figure 5.10 (a) shows LIF detection locations before and after compartmentalisation into 
droplets. The mobile phase for separation and oil phase for droplets were pumped into channels 
at 50 µl/min. When separated using the on-chip HPLC, Alexa Fluor® 488 and FITC were eluted 10	  
with retention times of 50 sec and 335 sec respectively, as shown in Figure 5.10 (b) with a 
resolution of 2.58. It can be seen on the close-up windows at each retention time on both 
chromatograms that figure 2 (b) and (c) show the continuous signal associated with the analytes 
moving through the separation column at point (і) and the segmented analytes observed at the 
point (іі).   15	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Figure 5-10 LIF detection of AF 488 and FITC at 50 µl/min of the mobile phase and oil, (a) 
schematic of  the movement of fluids in the channels and the two laser detection points, (b) the 
chromatograms of the separated dyes from point (і) and (c) compartmentalised dyes from point (іі). 
 5	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To investigate diffusional band broadening, the chromatograms in (b) and (c) were quantitatively 
compared using the maximum values of each droplet signature. A digital maximum filter with a 
40 point window size (Igor Pro 6, USA), slightly longer than the maximum interval between the 
droplets was applied. As shown in Figure 5.11, the two chromatograms were strongly correlated, 
with a slope of 1.0025 ± 0.000185 and correlation coefficient of 0.98. 5	  
 
Figure 5-11 Linear best fit between the chromatograms before (figure 5.10 (b)) and after (figure 
5.10 (c)) compartmentalisation. 
 
The slope of the correlation plot (Figure 2) is close to 1 showing that the sensitivity of the LIF 10	  
detection was similar for the maximum intensity of the droplets and continuous flow. The path 
length for both absorption and re-emission at the maximum would be similar for both situations. 
Fluorescence emission is isotropic with the photon flux scaling with the mean chord length, 4V / 
S where V is the volume and S is the surface area, provided the concentration is low [196]. For a 
droplet of radius r, compared with a cube of side 2r the mean chord length is essentially the same.  15	  
The slope of the correlation plot shows that there are no significant lensing effects, at least for 
the solvents and oils used in these experiments. 
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  Furthermore the number of theoretical plates (N) for each peak in the both chromatograms was 
compared. The AF 488 and FITC peaks yield plate numbers of 19 and 63 respectively for both 
the continuous and droplet flows indicating that no significant dispersion occurs after separation 
and during compartmentalisation. Doubtless the separation could be further improved by 
changing the packing method or reducing the particle size and size distribution of the beads. 5	  
Nonetheless the observed separations show similar figures of merit to those observed for droplet 
flow fractionation from conventional columns. Those plate numbers are not high for HPLC, 
however they are comparable with others’ results using discrete components [193, 194] and 
proof of principle has been established. 
 10	  
5.5.1.2 Fraction composition control 
 
Fraction composition can be controlled straightforwardly and easily by adjusting the oil flow rate. 
To demonstrate this, three different oil flow rates (50, 75 and 100 µl/min) were used with a 
running buffer flow rate of 50 µl/min (approximately 1.6 MPa back pressure). Figure 5.12 shows 15	  
optical images and fluorescent signals of the FITC containing droplets generated by the each oil 
flow rates and figure 5.13 describes the chromatograms of separated dyes (Alexa Fluor® 488 and 
FITC) after compartmentalisation with each frequency. 
 
Figure 5-12 Optical images and fluorescence signals of the FITC droplets as a function of oil flow 20	  
rates, (a) 27 Hz by 50 µl/min (b) 39 Hz by 75µl/min (c) 50 Hz by 100 µl/min 
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Figure 5-13 Chromatograms of separated dyes (AF488 and FITC) after compartmentalisation with 
(a) 27 Hz droplet generation (50 µl/min running buffer-50 µl/min oil) (b) 39 Hz droplet generation 
(50 µl/min running buffer-75 µl/min oil) and (c) 50 Hz droplet generation (50 µl/min running 
buffer-100 µl/min oil) 5	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It can be seen that droplet size decreases as generation frequency increases with increasing oil 
flow rate. As a result, the Alexa Fluor® 488 peak could be segmented and stored within 1000 - 
2000 droplets at rates up to 50 Hz. In case of FITC, approximately 10,000 to 20,000 
microdroplets were generated by the wider peak for about 370 s in this frequency range. 
Significant difference was not observed between the retention time of the dyes among the 5	  
chromatograms. 
 
Figure 5-14 Correlation among chromatograms from compartmentalised flow (a) linear best fit 
between compartmentalisation with 27 Hz and 39 Hz , (b) linear best fit between 
compartmentalisation with 27 Hz and 50 Hz 10	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Linear best fitting was conducted among the chromatograms to investigate diffusional band 
broadening by the different droplet generation frequency. As shown in figure 5.14, the 
compartmentalisation with 39 Hz and 50 Hz were compared with 27 Hz. They were also 
correlated well with correlation coefficient of 0.99. 
The plate number and resolution of separation were calculated for all of the chromatograms, as 5	  
listed in Table 5.1. No critical changes were observed for resolution of separation. However 
when the oil flow rate became higher than the mobile phase flow rate (39 Hz and 50 Hz), the 
plate number was slightly changed. The relatively higher flow rate seemed to affect it and this 
merits further investigation. 
 10	  
Table 5-1 The number of theoretical plates (N) and separation resolution (Rs) of the separated dyes 
(AF 488 and FITC) 
Based on the results, compartmentalisation led to droplet compositions faithful to the continuous 
flow chromatogram maintaining the baseline separation resolution. In this way, separated 
analytes can be successfully compartmentalised into droplets of defined volume. 15	  
 
5.5.1.3 Concentration gradient 
 
Since concentrations in the separated bands are approximately Gaussian at the column outflow, 
variation in concentration between droplets can be controlled at high speed.[197] This process 20	  
can be observed in Figure 5.15 which shows segmented peaks taken at three different times (200 
s, 300 s and 335 s) for the separated FITC peak. The data shows precise and accurate droplet 
generation comprising different concentrations of FITC on each occasion. 
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Figure 5-15 Concentration gradient of FITC droplets, (a) selected times on the FITC peak and 
fluorescence signals of the FITC droplets at (b) 280 s (c) 330 s and (d) 335 s. 
 
5.5.1.4 Conclusions 5	  
 
Sequential operations of separation by C18 particulate column, compartmentalisation and 
concentration gradient have successfully been integrated on a single chip. This confirms the 
potential of droplet-based microfluidics for preservation of chromatographic separations and its 
ability to act as a high frequency fraction collector in a single hybrid device. 10	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5.5.2 Hybrid monolithic HPLC-droplet device 
 
Figure 5.16 shows the images of the fabricated hybrid monolithic LC-droplet device. The 
poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic column was selectively formed well in separation part only and 
the flow-focusing channel for droplet generation flanked the separation channel within a single 5	  
layer. 
 
 
Figure 5-16 The fabricated hybrid monolithic LC-droplet device, (a) an image of the monolithic 
column in 1 mm(w) x 0.25 mm(H) separation channel and (b) the 250 µm wide droplet channel. 10	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5.5.2.1 Separation and compartmentalisation 
 
 
Figure 5-17 LIF detection of AF 488 and FITC, (a) schematic of  the movement of fluids in the 5	  
channels and the two laser detection points, (b) the chromatograms of the separated dyes from 
point (і) and (c) compartmentalised dyes from point (іі). 
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As shown in Figure 5.17, two dyes were injected and fluorescence was measured at two different 
points: before (point i) and after (point ii) droplet generation. The potentials for 
compartmentalisation and concentration gradient were confirmed in the hybrid monolithic LC-
droplet device. However separation between the dyes was poor. Only Alexa Fluor® 488 was 
observed without the FITC peak, even though the measurement continued for up to 1 hr. 5	  
This problem could be due to the different surface conditions of the stationary phase. Therefore it 
is required to optimise the separation conditions for the dyes in the fabricated monolithic column. 
 
Figure 5-18 Linear best fit between the chromatograms before (Figure 5.17 (b)) and after (Figure 
5.17 (c)) compartmentalisation 10	  
To investigate diffusional band broadening, the chromatograms in (b) and (c) were quantitatively 
compared using the maximum values of each droplet signature. A digital maximum filter with a 
100 point window size (Igor Pro 6, USA), slightly longer than the maximum interval between the 
droplets was applied. As shown in Figure 5.18, the two chromatograms were strongly correlated, 
with a slope of 1.2394 ± 0.000656 and correlation coefficient of 0.96. 15	  
However some deformation seems to be observed in Figure 5-18 in comparison to those of the 
hybrid C18 LC-droplet device. It could result from the slightly late start after injection in the 
detection after compartmentalisation in comparison to the detection before compartmentalization 
because it begins manually with injection.   
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6 Indirect detection 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Liquid chromatography is a dominant separation technique when it is coupled with an 
appropriate detection system such as UV-Vis absorbance, fluorescence or electrochemical 5	  
detectors. In general, those detectors require proper structural elements or moieties in the 
analytes, which enable UV absorbance, fluorescence at particular wavelengths or 
electrochemical activity at suitable voltages. If they don’t have such functional groups, the 
analytes need to be prepared with derivatisation treatment before or after separation. 
However in principle, general detection can be achieved without such labourious exigencies by 10	  
implementation of indirect detection. As introduced in Section 1.4.1.4, the key principle is the 
replacement of the probe in a mobile phase by the analyte. Since the first introduction of the 
indirect detection involving ion chromatography[198], it has been applied in various modalities 
such as photometry [198], fluorometry [199, 200], polarimetrty [201] and electrochemical 
detection [69] to liquid chromatography including ion chromatography and RP-HPLC. 15	  
In this chapter, a preliminary investigation is reported into the possibility of the indirect 
electrochemical detection as a universal detection mode that can monitor electrochemically 
detectable samples as well as non- or less-electroactive bio samples. Amino acids were separated 
by a commercial RP-HPLC column and electrochemically detected indirectly.  
 20	  
6.2 Materials and methodology 
 
6.2.1 The detectable additive (the probe) 
 
Since the key to indirect detection is the constant background signal generated from the probe, its 25	  
selection is important. Diverse probes have been evaluated so far. For example, sodium salicylate 
solution was prepared as the fluorescing probe for laser-excited indirect fluorometry detection 
[201].  Small and Miller reported the use of sodium phthalate and boric acid solution as the UV 
absorbing probe for indirect photometric detection [198]. 
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Basically the probe should not react with the analytes so as not to affect separation performance. 
In addition, it is required for the probe for indirect ECD to exhibit reversible outer sphere redox 
properties that are insensitive to electrode surface and pH independent. Redox potential also 
needs to be accessible in the liquid solvent. In other words, E0 should be such that the oxidation 
potential would not oxidise the analyte or especially the mobile phase. 5	  
Ye firstly introduced hydroquinone as the probe for indirect electrochemical detection in liquid 
chromatography [69]. The redox couple between hydroquinone/ benzoquinone is a 2 electrons 
transfer, as shown in Figure 6-1. However its electrochemical oxidation at solid electrodes in 
aqueous media can be irreversible [202].  Furthermore semiquinone, the one electron product 
during 2e- oxidation is unstable and can also react with phenols and amines, etc.  In addition, the 10	  
pH dependence of the reaction is potentially problematic and benzoquinone can react with 
nucleophiles such as thiols, which are commonly found in biosamples e.g. cysteine.  Indeed, 
these reactions have been exploited as the basis of electroanalytical determination of thiols [see 
for example, N.S, Lawrence, J. Davis, R.G. Compton, Electrochemical detection of thiols in 
biological media, Talanta 53 1089-1094 (2001)).  Clearly Ye’s approach is not appropriate for 15	  
bioanalysis. 
 
Figure 6-1 The hydroquinone-benzoquinone redox couple 
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In this work, (2-methyl-1-ferrocenemethyl)trimethylammonium iodide (FcTMA) was used as the 
probe that provides the background electrochemical signal for indirect electrochemical detection. 
It is a metallocene with a rigid ligand structure that should minimise solvent effects on the redox 
potential, since the solvent interactions will be relatively small as a consequence of the modest 
size differences between the two redox states. It has also been widely used for electrochemistry 5	  
research due to the reversible one electron oxidation [203, 204], as shown in Figure 6-2. It was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, used as received and prepared with 1 µM concentration in the 
mobile phase for amino acid separation.  
 
Figure 6-2 (a) the chemical structure of FcTMA and (b) Redox of FcTMA 10	  
  
6.2.2 Separation samples 
 
As test bio samples for separation by RP-HPLC and indirect ECD, four different amino acids, 
histidine, tryptophan, methionine and tyrosine were selected in this work. They have high UV 15	  
absorption so it is easy to identify the retention times and characterise and compare between 
results from UV detection and indirect ECD. Their chemical structures are shown in Figure 6-3. 
They were directly dissolved to 1 mM concentration into the mobile phase. 
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Figure 6-3 Amino acids for the indirect electrochemical detection (a) Histidine, (b) Tryptophan, (c) 
Methionine and (d) Tyrosine 
	  
6.2.3 Mobile phase 5	  
 
The mobile phase for amino acids was prepared according to Heinrikson’s paper in 1984 [205]. 
38 mM sodium acetate trihydrate was dissolved into 1 L deionised water then titrated down to 
pH 5 using acetic acid. The acetate buffer was mixed with methanol at the ratio of 2.5 : 97.5 
(v/v). Finally, 1 µM FcTMA was dissolved into the mobile phase. 10	  
 
6.2.4 HPLC system and electrochemical detector 
 
The commercial LUNA C18 stainless steel column and glassy carbon electrode were used here 
for the indirect electrochemical detection under hydrodynamically controlled flow condition, as 15	  
described in Section 4.5.1.2. 
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6.3 Result and discussion 
 
6.3.1 Amino acids LC separation 
 
Firstly, four different standard amino acids was injected with 1 µl volume and separated using 5	  
the acetate mobile phase containing FcTMA. The mobile phase was pumped into the column 
with 80 µl/min and the analytes were detected by UV absorption at 210 nm wavelength. As 
shown in Figure 6-3, histidine, methionine, tyrosine and tryptophan had 1.6, 1.8, 2.3 and 8.2 min 
retention times, respectively. The complete separation with baseline resolution (Rs > 1.5) was 
observed only between histidine and tryptophan. Therefore these two amino acids were chosen 10	  
for the indirect electrochemical detection following RP-HPLC separation. 
 
 
Figure 6-4 Amino acids HPLC separation (1) Histidine (TR= 1.6 min), (2) Methionin (TR= 1.8 min), (3) 
Tyrosine ((TR= 2.3 min) and (4) Tryptophan (TR= 8.2 min). 15	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6.3.2 Hydrodynamic voltammetry 
 
Hydrodynamic voltammetry (HDV) was recorded without a column for the FcTMA and amino 
acids in a flow cell to established the potential for detection. They were prepared in the mobile 
phase with 100 µM and 1 mM concentration for FcTMA and amino acids respectively. The flow 5	  
–rate was 80 µl/min. The current was measured on the glassy carbon electrode from 0 V to 600 
mV with 0.01 V/s scan rate. 
As shown in Figure 6-5, the current difference between the FcTMA and amino acids was the 
biggest at 500 mV, showing approximately 3.5 µA and 1 µA respectively. The red line is the 
current of the 100 µM FcTMA. The blue and brown lines are for 1 mM histidine and tryptophan 10	  
respectively in the rest lines of amino acids. Therefore 500 mV was chosen for the detection 
voltage for indirect electrochemical detection. 
 
 
Figure 6-5 Hydrodynamic voltammetry of the mobile phase added FcTMA (red line) and amino 15	  
acids (Histidine-blue line, Tryptophan-brown line). 
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6.3.3 Indirect electrochemical detection using FcTMA for amino acids 
 
In HDV, 100 µM of FcTMA was used but the lower concentration (1 µM FcTMA) was prepared 
for the practical indirect detection since the high concentration was sensitive to environments 
such as pump fluctuation and vibrations generating unstable background signals. Furthermore as 5	  
shown in Figure 6-6, the current drop was observed at the beginning in the indirect ECD on our 
system when samples were injected. It was larger with higher concentration of the probe and 
affected the histidine peak at 100 µM FcTM. However the effect was less at the 1 µM FcTMA. 
 
Figure 6-6 Initial current drop when samples injected to the mobile phase with (a) 1µM FcTMA 10	  
and (b) 100 µM FcTMA 
Figure 6-7 shows the current at 500 mV as a function of time, when DI water (red) and the 
mobile phase with 1 µM FcTMA (blue) were injected with 5 µl volume. While negative peaks 
were observed in DI water injection, there was no negative peak when the mobile phase 
containing the same concentration of FcTMA. This result demonstates that analytes (amino acids 15	  
in this work) need to be prepared in the mobile phase directly, otherwise negative peaks by 
analytes will not be observed properly due to the peaks from DI water.  Therefore histidine and 
tryptophan were dissolved in the mobile phase directly. 
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Figure 6-7 Current measurement of DI water and the mobile phase injection 
	  
6.3.3.1 Background signals by the probe, FcTMA. 
 5	  
For calibration purposes, the background signal of FcTMA was investigated as a function of the 
concentration of FcTMA and flow-rate of the mobile phase. Firstly four different concentrations 
of FcTMA were prepared in the mobile phase, 0, 1, 10, and 100 µM (Figure 6-8 (a)). The 
background current was measured with a flow rate of 80 µl/min through a column. It was 
proportional to the concentration, showing approximately 0.015 µA, 0.02 µA, 0.2 µA and 1.4 µA 10	  
at each concentration (0.018 ± 0.0035 A/mol). In comparison to the HDV of 100 µM FcTMA, 
lower current was observed and it is thought that there is some loss of FcTMA during the flow 
through a column. 
Secondly, the background current signal was measured from 1 µM FcTMA according to the flow 
rate of the mobile phase. As shown in Figure 6-8 (b), the flow rate was adjusted from 40 µl/min 15	  
to 200 µl/min and the current was increased from 16 nA to 18 nA.  
As expressed in Equation 1-13, the current was proportional to the FcTMA concentration and the 
flow rate1/3 (slope 0.76876±0.098, intercept 13.775±0.453, correlation coefficient 0.96). 
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Figure 6-8 Background current signal as a function of (a) concentration of FcTMA and (b) flow-
rate of the mobile phase 
 
 5	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6.3.3.2 Effect of injection volume of analytes 
 
 
Figure 6-9 Indirect ECD with injecting different amount of Histidine, 155, 775 and 1550 ng 
 5	  
3 different amounts of histidine (155ng, 775ng and 1550ng) were detected with 1 µM FcTMA, at 
500 mV and 80 µl/min by injecting different sample volumes, as shown in Figure 6-9. Igor Pro 6 
software was used to analyse the peak parameters of the three chromatograms. The whole 
chromatograms were reversed to make the negative peaks normal LC peaks (positive), then 
histidine peaks were analysed. The peak height and the peak area were compared to examine the 10	  
effect of injection volume. As shown in Figure 6-9, the negative peak became higher with the 
larger amount of histidine, producing significant difference (P < 0.01) among peak areas 
demonstrating the possibility of using indirect ECD in quantitative analysis. 
The effect of injection volume with the same amount of molecules was also investigated. 155 ng 
of histidine was prepared in the mobile phase for the indirect detection. It was injected in 15	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different sample volumes. Three different concentrations (0.2, 0.5 and 1 mM) of histidine were 
made then injected with 5, 2 and 1 µl volumes respectively containing 155 ng histidine.  
First of all, as shown in Figure 6-10 (a), histidine was eluted at the same retention time (0.9 min) 
and detected by the indirect electrochemical detection with the UV detection. The peak areas 
were not significantly different (p > 0.4) each other, showing similar values from 7.122 nC to 5	  
9.174 nC. 
 
Figure 6-10 Injection of 155 ng histidine with different volumes (a) chromatograms and (b) peak 
paratmeters. 
	  10	  
As shown in Figure 6-11, a larger amount of histidine (775 ng) was injected with different 
volumes, 5, 10 and 25 µl. The peak depth slightly decreased as the concentration becomes lower 
and wider, however the peak area was not significantly different (P > 0.4), showing an area of 
approximately 30 nC.  
It can be concluded that histidine can be electrochemically detected indirectly and that injection 15	  
volume does not affect the detection performance as long as the amount of analytes is the same. 
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Figure 6-11 Injection of 775 ng histidine with different volumes (a) chromatograms and (b) peak 
paratmeters. 
 
6.3.3.3 Effect of the detection voltage 5	  
 
1 mM histidine with 1 µl volume was injected (155 ng) and detected at three different voltages, 
500, 600 and 700 mV in order to study the effect of the detection voltage on indirect detection. 
Figure 6-12 shows the chromatograms of 155 ng histidine at the voltages and peak parameters of 
them. 10	  
Critical difference was not observed in the peak height and areas among the chromatograms (p > 
0.1), generating about 7 nC. For ease of the analysis, the background signals of the 
chromatograms were levelled to the lowest (the chromatogram at 500 mV). In fact, the 
background signal was approximately 27, 33 and 46 nA at 500, 600 and 700 mV respectively. It 
was much lower in comparison to the measured HDV due to the lower concentration of FcTMA 15	  
and might be also because FcTMA is also retained or absorbed on the stationary phase during the 
flow through the commercial C18 HPLC column. 
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Figure 6-12 Indirect electrochemical detection at different voltages (a) chromatograms of 155 ng 
histidine and (b) peak parameters. 
	  
6.3.3.4 Effect of the FcTMA concentration 5	  
 
3 different FcTMA  concentrations (1, 10 and 100 µM) were prepared in the mobile phase to 
investigate the effect of the FcTMA concentration on the indirect ECD peak. 1 mM histidine 
with 1 µl volume was injected (155 ng). Figure 6-13 shows the chromatograms of 155 ng 
histidine, their concentrations and peak parameters. The lowest currents on the chromatograms 10	  
were levelled to 0 nA for ease of the analysis. 
The indirect peak of histidine was increased with the increase of FcTMA concentration added 
and the peak areas were different (p < 0.05), showing ranges from 7.122 nC to 36. 375 nC. 
However the rate of increment in the peak areas was lower than in the FcTMA concentration. 
The peak depth and areas could not be obtained from the chromatograms due to the initial 15	  
current drop which becomes more serious with higher FcTMA concentration, as shown in Figure 
6-13 (a) and described in the beginning of Section 6.3.3. 
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Figure 6-13 Indirect electrochemical detection with different FcTMA concentrations (a) 
chromatograms of 155 ng histidine and (b) peak parameters. 
 
6.3.3.5 Indirect electrochemical detection of the amino acids separation 5	  
 
The mixture of 1mM histidine and tryptophan in the mobile phase was separated at 80 µl/min 
and detected using the indirect electrochemical detection.  As shown in Figure 6-14, they were 
eluted with different retention time, 1 min and 7.5 min respectively, showing baseline resolution. 
The mixture was separated at different flow-rates as well and the result is shown in Figure 6-15. 10	  
As the flow-rate was increased from 80 µl/min to 140 µl/min, the retention time reduced, 
retaining the base line resolution. All separations were monitored well by the indirect 
electrochemical detection using 1 µM FcTMA. 
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Figure 6-14 Indirect electrochemical detection of the separation between histidine and tryptophan 
at 80 µl/min 
 
In conclusion, indirect electrochemical detection using FcTMA as the probe was able to 5	  
successfully monitor the separation of amino acids (1 mM histidine and tryptophan) by a 
commercial C18 stainless steel column. Therefore it confirms that the range of electrochemically 
detectable samples can be extended to non- or less-electroactive samples by the indirect 
electrochemical detection using FcTMA. 
 10	  
Figure 6-15 Indirect electrochemical detection of the separation between histidine and tryptophan 
at 80, 100 and 140 µl/min 
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6.4 Summary 
 
Indirect ECD using FcTMA as the probe was investigated by separation of amino acids and 
comparison with UV detection. The effects of the analyte injection volume, detection voltage 
and the probe concentration were examined with results listed below. 5	  
• The indirect peak increased with the increase of the amount of analyte injected. 
• There is no significant effect of the injection volume to the indirect peak as long as the 
amount of analyte is constant. 
• The detection voltage from 500 mV to 700 mV did not significantly affect the indirect 
peak. 10	  
• The increase in the magnitude of the indirect peak resulted from the increase of the probe 
(FcTMA) concentration. 
• A larger initial current drop was observed at the higher probe concentration. 
• Successful separation and indirect ECD of two amino acids, histidine and tryptophan, 
were achieved. 15	  
According to the results above, the possibility of the indirect electrochemical detection using 
FcTMA as the probe was confirmed through this preliminary investigation. A higher indirect 
peak can be obtained at higher probe concentration. However the initial current drop needs to be 
solved in our system before it would provide better indirect ECD performance. Using the current 
system, a lower probe concentration is required to obtain an indirect peak, minimising the initial 20	  
current drop. Otherwise, it can be used for analytes only that have longer retention times than 
approximately 1-2 min. 
 
6.5 Discussion	  
	  25	  
As shown in all chromatograms of indirect detection for histidine (Figure 6-9, 6-10, 6-11, 6-12, 
and 6-13), a positive peak was observed after the negative peak of histidine. It is thought that 
FcTMA molecues displaced by analytes might be retained and elutes later than histidine. In 
contrast, the positive peak was not observed after the histidine peak but an additional negative 
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peak was observed in chromatograms of indirect detection for the mixture of histidine and 
tryptophan. Unfortunately the reason for such peaks is still unknown and needs to be considered 
more. 
In this chapter, a preliminary investigation for the indirect electrochemical detection using 
FcTMA has conducted. Therefore further experiments are required to study the mechanism and 5	  
some issues such as unknown positive peaks as well as optimisation of the performance.  
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7 Conclusions 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
The goals of the research described in this thesis were the development of ‘Hybrid devices for 
lab-chip chromatography and droplet-based microfluidics’ for high-throughput analysis in 5	  
chemical and biological research. To realise this, it is required that robust materials and 
processes for microfabrication were developed to make devices for chip-based HPLC separation 
and to characterise droplet generation and HPLC separation in the platform. Integration of HPLC 
and droplet-based microfluidics is necessary on a single planar chip platform, which has been 
achieved. Indirect electrochemical detection was also investigated using a conventional RP-10	  
HPLC column. Non-or less-electro-active molecules are used in bioanalysis such as amino acids, 
peptides and proteins. The indirect-ECD will extend the spectrum of detection samples in the 
hybrid device. 
Droplet-based microﬂuidic devices have been successfully fabricated using TPE materials for 
high frequency generation of droplets using a simple, quick and low cost fabrication process. 15	  
Characterisation studies conﬁrm that TPE droplet devices are suitable for integration with optical 
detection and have excellent mechanical properties that allow operation at pressures required for 
high frequency droplet generation over 1 kHz. The diameter and frequency of the generated 
droplets were precisely and easily controlled by simply adjusting the volumetric flow rates of the 
two immiscible fluids. For further works, droplet generation over 10 kHz will be achieved using 20	  
a narrower TPE channel with the protocols above. Proposed applications include using these 
devices to interface between different separation techniques in high throughput biological 
experiments. 
RP-HPLC separation TPE columns were fabricated by packing channels with 5 µm C18 beads 
by suction pressure and poly(methyl acrylate) monolithic polymer. C18 TPE column has lower 25	  
permeability than the conventional C18 column because of lower packing efficiency. However it 
showed the potential of C18 separation channel, separating five different neurotransmitters and 
metabolites. Monolithic TPE column was successfully bonded on the channel wall without 
shrinkage by grafting layer. The grafted monolithic TPE column showed lower permeability and 
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better performance than the non-grafted because of covalent bonding without gap between the 
column and channel wall. 
Sequential operations of separation by C18 particulate column, compartmentalisation and 
concentration gradient have successfully been integrated on a single chip by combining the C18-
packed LC separation channel and droplet microfluidics together. This confirms the potential of 5	  
droplet-based microfluidics for preservation of chromatographic separations and its ability to act 
as a high frequency fraction collector in a single hybrid device 
Indirect ECD using FcTMA as the probe was investigated by separation of amino acids and 
comparison with the UV detection. There are no significant effects of the analyte injection 
volume as long as maintaining the amount of the analyte and detection voltage on the indirect 10	  
ECD performance. However the probe (FcTMA) concentration affects the performance and 
higher concentration will be better, if the issue about the initial current drop is solved. In this 
work, two amino acids, histidine and tryptophan were successfully separated using a 
conventional 5 µm C18 HPLC column and detected in the indirect way. As a result, it was 
confirmed the possibility of the indirect ECD as a universal detector that can monitor the electro-15	  
active as well as less or non-electroactive analytes such as peptides and proteins. 
In conclusion, LC separation channel and droplet microfluidics were successfully integrated on a 
single chip and the indirect ECD was investigated for high throughput bioanalysis. 
 
 20	  
 
 
 
 
 25	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7.2 Future work 
 
7.2.1 Monolithic separation channel 
 
In terms of the monolithic TPE separation channel, the channel was successfully packed using 5	  
the monolithic porous polymer without a gap at the interface between the column and channel 
surface. However suitable separation of fluorescent dyes was not obtained using the column so 
the permeability of the column needs to be controlled to optimise the separation. As shown in 
Figure 7-1, the permeability can be controlled by adjusting the porogenic solvent concentration. 
The permeability decreased with the reduction of the porogenic solvent and it was clogged at the 10	  
lower porogenic concentration. Therefore the column permeability needs to be optimised 
depending on analytes to achieve acceptable separations. 
 
 
Figure 7-1 clogging test as a function of the porogenic solvent concentration 15	  
 
7.2.2 Whole-column detection system for separation techniques 
 
For separation techniques such as HPLC and CE, the majority of detection systems are post/end 
column detection at a single point, installed behind a column or capillary. This conventional 20	  
detection is impossible to monitor the separation progress in the column in real time. Moreover 
dispersion of separated analytes can be caused by a dead volume between an outlet of a column 
and a detector. For these reasons, whole column detection (WCD) in the column was suggested 
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for improved and rapid analysis in chromatography[206-209]. As shown in Figure 1-14, WCD in 
chromatography can monitor the separation within the column in real time and separation could 
be completed once ‘fit-for-purpose’ results are obtained for each component without having to 
wait for elution[60]. The integration of UV and LIF detection for WCD has been investigated 
using a photodiode array[208, 210]. However it is not easy to combine the separation column 5	  
with a photodiode array on a single chip for LOC and photometric devices are relatively 
expensive in comparison to the electrochemical detection via electrodes. As mentioned before, 
an electrode array can be easily built in the column with lower cost and facile control rather than 
other detection systems. As a result, ECD emerged as the suitable method for WCD in separation 
techniques. While EC-WCD can be applied to a pressure-driven HPLC column, CE is considered 10	  
incompatible because the high voltage in CE can cause a conflict and high background noise. 
EC-WCD with RP-HPLC channel column on a single chip has been developed and published by 
our group[59]. Therefore if the developed hybrid device is integrated with the EC-WCD as well, 
it would offer more benefits to realise the high throughput bioanalysis. 
 15	  
Figure 7-2 Schematic of the whole-column detection device (Reproduced from [60]) 
 
7.2.3 Cyclic olefin copolymer – COC 
 
Recently, cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) has emerged as a new attractive material for 20	  
microfluidic devices owing to its favourable properties such as chemical resistance and optical 
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transparency [211]. It is a thermoplastic and amorphous copolymers based on cyclic olefins and 
linear olefins. The heat deflection temperature (HDT) which is the temperature at which a 
polymer or plastic sample deforms under a specified load can be varied from 78 °C to 160 °C. 
Therefore COC provides a wide range of polymer grades.  It offers high transparency, almost 
100 % in the UV wavelength and about 50 % in DUV range. It is also biocompatible and shows 5	  
good resistance to acids and alkalis. These superior properties will be advantageous to form 
monolithic porous polymer that is polymerised by UV and DUV. 
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